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 New  Multi-diode solution for Basic BJT push-pull 
In PAK204 the Basic Push-Pull Common Emitter output stage  Figure 301.1. was solved as an 
equivalent circuit using diodes. The same solution is given here with BJT's rather than diodes 
plus emitter resistors (Re) resistors instead of series resistors (Rs). The results are the same 
apart from the input current being reduced by a factor of Beta of the transistors and the output 
current is emitter current which is slightly larger than the collector current by a factor of 
(Beta+1/Beta) or about 1%. Otherwise the equations are the same as using diodes.
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Figure 301.1. Basic Push-Pull Common Emitter output stage

Start with voltage drive Common Emitter. No Beta-fall or Early effect and matched transistors. 
The solution for Q1 with Re is:

 IC1 =
Vt
Re

⋅W [e(
Vin+Vb−Vk

Vt )] − Is  where Vk = Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is⋅Re) −Is⋅Re

 The diode plus resistor solution for Q2 with Re is:

 IC2 =
Vt
Re

⋅W [e(
−Vin+Vb−Vk

Vt )] − Is  where Vk = Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is⋅Re) −Is⋅Re

 [D+R solution see PAK102, PAK204]

Figure 301.2 shows the plots for the above equations over-plotted with the LTspice BJT circuit 
using similar values to the MJL3281 and MJL1302 power transistors: Beta=100, Is=5x10^-12 
and choose and Re of 0.33 ohms as a typical value. The following LTspice equations were used:
.param Vb=Vk1+Kb*Vt ;bias Vspread
.Step param Kb List -2 -1 0 1 2 3
.param Vk1=Vt*Ln(Vt/(Is*Rs)) -Is*Rs
.param Vt=0.02586 ;at 27C  .param IS=5e-12

B1 I=Vt/Rs*We2((V(in)+Vb-Vk1)/Vt)  ;D1 Vdrive
B2 I=Vt/Rs*We2((-V(in)+Vb-Vk1)/Vt) ;D2 Vdrive

.function We2(X) {If(U(X+30), We1(X-Ln(1+We1(X)+ln(We1(X))-X)),We1(X))}

.function We1(X) {(Le(X)*(1-(ln(1+Le(X)))/(2+Le(X))))} ;Unlimited W(e^X)) 2%

.function Le(X) {If(U(X-450), X, Ln(1+Exp(X)))} ;Unlimited Ln(1+e^X)

.model NPN ako:MJL3281C NPN Is={Is} BF=100 VAF=0 VAR=0 ISE=1e-20 Rb=0 Ikf=0 Re=-3m

.model PNP ako:MJL1302C PNP Is={Is} BF=100 VAF=0 VAR=0 ISE=1e-20 Rb=0 Ikf=0 Re=-3m

.Include Cordell models.txt ;for MJL3281C and  MJL1302C

The We2(…) function used in PAK2 gives W(e^x) to about 0.02% accuracy. We1(…) as used in 
PAK1 (2012) gives W(e^x) to about 2%. (The LTspice model needs Re=-3m to cancel what 
appears to be an internal Re of 3mΩ or an Rb residual? – needs investigating).
 
This equation solution was been published in Linear Audio, Sept. 2012, Volume 4, p56-59.
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Figure 301.2. Basic Push-Pull Common Emitter output stage Ic(Q1), Ic(Q2) [Grn] 
Calculated currents I(B1) and I(B2) using the diode equations 

For Figure 301.2 bias spread: Vk=Vk +Kb·Vt where Kb is stepped -2 -1 0 1 2 3, giving idle 
currents of 9m, 21m, 44m, 78m, 120m ,175mA respectively. Is=5pA, Re=0.333R. Disabled: 
Rb, Vaf, Ikf, Ise. 

 On optimum biasing (revised)
Calculating the bias point for 'optimum bias' is roughly where the total gm is half the large 
signal gm, that is gm(0) = gmLIM . Since both devices are conducting when Vin = 0 and 
assuming they are matched their gains double giving gmTOT = gmLIM . 

We want gm(0)=
1
Re ( W (e x

)

1+W (ex ))≡
1
2

 

We can solve for x to find the bias voltage Vsp from Re and Is. 

Solving for We(x) gives We(x)=1. 

To find x we need the inverse, simply use the original definition for We(x). 

In this case 1e^1 = e^x giving  e^x = e^1 so x = 1. 

Since x = (Vsp−Vk+0
Vt )  we get 

Vsp−Vk
Vt

= 1  so  Vsp –Vk = Vt     so

 Vsp = Vk+1⋅Vt
Therefore the bias spread voltage Vsp needs to be Vsp = Vk + 1·Vt for half the large signal 
gain at idle (Vin = 0) which gives near optimum bias for minimum distortion known as 
“Oliver's condition” [B.M. Oliver, HP Jn., Feb 1971]. 

The voltage measured across the external Re for this near optimum bias requires 
approximately one Vt. But why is it so? 

From the Gm equation we know We(x)=1, so using the Lambert W solution for Ic we know 

Ic1Vin=0 =
Vt
Req

W (e x
)=

Vt
Req

so in this particular case Ic1Vin=0 =
Vt
Req

then

solving for VReq = Ic1·Req gives V Re = Ic1Vin=0⋅Req = Vt  so we get one Vt across Req. 

The actual voltage measured across the external Re is apparently a voltage divider involving 
Re (the re ~ 26mV/Ic) and Req giving VRe = Vt·(Re / Req) where Req is the total equivalent 
resistances including Rb referred back to the collector side. 

 New  Multi-diode solution for Basic Push-Pull Common 
Collector Follower with series Rs & bias voltage
The Basic Common Collector Follower Figure 301a was solved in PAK206 using diodes an 
approximate model. There is no known exact large-signal solution for the Push-Pull Follower 
stage shown in Figure 301a. Therefore approximate solutions are used.
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Figure 301a. The Basic Push-Pull Follower has no known exact solution 

Figure 301b shows the simplified Push-Pull Common Collector Follower using diodes to aid 
solving the BJT circuit. It is voltage driven (no source resistance). Back-to-back diodes have 
bias voltages and series resistors. The circuit has 8 components including the input voltage 
source.
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Figure 301b. Basic Push-Pull Follower output stage

1. Constructing a Large-signal approximate solution for the Basic 
Push-Pull Common Collector Follower
We start with voltage drive, matched diodes and matched Rs resistors. The diode plus series 
resistor solution in terms of Vin – Vout can then be written. (PAK102 covers the D+R solution) 

The solution for D1 with Rs is:

 IC1 =
Vt
R e

⋅W [e(
Vin−Vout +Vb−Vk

Vt )] −Is  where Vk = Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is⋅R e ) − Is⋅R e  (301.1)

Similarly, the diode plus resistor solution for D2 with Rs is:

 IC2 =
Vt
R e

⋅W [e(
−(Vin−Vout ) +Vb−Vk

Vt )] −Is  where Vout = ( I E1−I E2)RL  ('6.2)

Solving for Ie1 in terms of Vin only is the problem in PAK205 but with no Re. Even with no Re 
an exact W-function solution is unknown. Therefore an approximate solution is used here. 

First consider finding a solution when over-biased. Wingspread plots show when over-biased 
that Q1 starts conduction at a much larger |Vin| voltage than optimal bias and under-biasing. 
Also inspecting the subthreshold slope with a log(Ie1) plot for Q1 shows the slope is much less 
for over-biased than optimum bias. These two effect can be explained as follows.

When over-biasing the subthreshold slope is reduced by the voltage divider action of RL to Rs 
which generates voltage across D2 and Re (see Figure 301c). 
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Figure 301c. When over-biased solve for Vin where D1 just starts conducting 

When Vin is divided down to 300-500mV across D2 plus Rs then D1 starts to turn on in the 
subthreshold region. The voltage across D1 plus Rs due to Vin with D2 is strongly conducting is 

V D1+Rs = (Vin−V D2+Rs )
Rs

Rs+RL

=> V D1+Rs =
(Vin−V D2+Rs)

Rs+RL

Rs

=
Vin

1+
RL

Rs

−
V D2+Rs

1+
RL

Rs

 ('6.3)

This shows the voltage across D1 plus Rs due to Vin when over-biased is scaled by the factor 
1+RL/Rs. Neglecting the second term allows an approximation for D1 plus Rs current as

I D1=
Vt
Rs

We(
Vin

(1+
RL

Rs )Vt
+Vo)=

(Rs+RL

Rs )Vt

(Rs+RL

Rs )Rs
We(

Vin

(1+
RL

Rs )Vt
+Vo)=

Ks Vt
Rs+RL

We( Vin
KsVt

+Vo) ('6.4)

where Ks = 1+
RL

Rs
which may be recognised as the subthreshold slope factor. The 

denominator (Rs+RL) gives the correct final slope. Vo is an offset voltage that is also 
approximated using a fitting function similar to Ks (below)

This Ks term needs to transition smoothly from 1+RL/Rs to unity as the bias voltage is 
reduced. The transition occurs around Vo of -1 which is -1·Vt volts. A smooth fitting function 
can be generated using:

Ks = 1+
RL

Rs (e
Kb
0.6

+1

+0.2 ln (1+eKb+1)

1+e
Kb
0.6

+1 ) ('6.5)

where Kb is the bias voltage number of Vt's added to Vk and Vk=Vt·Ln(Vt/(Is·Rs)).

The offset voltage Vo for over-bias is 

Vo= 1.75Ks KbVt  for Kb≥0 ('6.6)

The next key observation from the wingspread plots for the over-biased situation is that D1 
can be constructed from two simple W-functions. The two parts can be seen in the Gm plot for 
Ie1. Figure 301d shows the two parts – the lower Gm (Cyan) and the upper. Gm (Green). 

.  
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Figure 301d. Ie1 Gm's viewed as two W-functions (Cyan,Green). Red is the circuit.

When the two Gm's are plotted as currents we can combine the two parts to get Ie1. Figure 
301e shows the two parts summed as currents once the dc offset is removed from the upper 
half. Adding the 2 currents with half from each gives the required current Ie1. Red is SPICE.

Figure 301e. Adding 2 currents with half from each gives Ie1! Red is circuit

The next key to constructing the two part equation for Ie1 is to find a suitable approximation 
for the second (upper) part. It is assumed that the first (lower) part Ie1A is essentially the 
form as the upper part (Eq '6.4). To observe what the upper part Ie1B needs to be, we need a 
plot for Ie1B, which we can be generate using the SPICE solution for Ie1 by rearranging the 
formula 

I E1 = ½ I E1A + ½ I E1B ('6.7)

giving I E1B = 2 · I E1 − I E1A ('6.8)

Figure 301e. Generating the Gm of the second part assuming the first part is a simple 
W-function. Red is Ie1 by SPICE. Cyan is the first part. Green is calculated.

Figure 301e shows Ie1B solved by the above equation. This shows Ie1B departs from a 
simple W-function in several ways. 

At the start of Ie1, around Vin of –4V, there is a ramping function (circled) meeting the green 
line. Without this ramping down the green line would follow the dotted line which looks like an 
upside down W-function. 

This ramping down provides a key to the formulation of the upper part (Ie1B). The ramping 
down to zero of the green line can be formulated using a smooth switch function of the type
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PosSw=
1

1+exp(Vin+Vo
KsVt )

('6.9)

which has the same threshold voltage as for Ie1A, as one would intuitively expect.

Multiplying the switch function by the Gm function for the basic Ie1B function does not allow 
easy integration. But subtracting a suitable Gm function from the basic Ie1B function does 
allow easy integration. 

A suitable function to generate the ramp down for Ie1B by subtraction is: 

dWdL(X ) =
1

1+We (X )
−

1
1+exp(X )

('6.10)

Apply this to the basic IB1B Gm function as:

 Gm1B =
1

1+We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )

− dWdL(Vo−Vin
KsVt )(

1

1+e
Vin+Vo
KsVt ) ('6.11)

Notice the argument in 1/(1+We(X)) uses Vo-Vin which gives Ie1B it's backwards curve (from 
right to left) and the 1/(1+f(X)) starts on the right at maximum and works it's way down 
asymptotically toward zero. The dWdL function generates a similar tail to the basic IB1B Gm 
function like the dotted line in Figure 301d and the switch function turns on when Vin is near 
the threshold for Ie1A thereby subtracting away the Gm and ultimately reducing it to zero at 
the threshold. 

Now the integration of Gm1B. There are two parts that can be integrated independently. The 
first part can be integrated by noting that 

1

1+We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )

= 1−
We(Vo−Vin

KsVt )
1+We(Vo−Vin

KsVt )
= 1+

d
dVin(We(Vo−Vin

KsVt ))  ('6.12)

The negative becomes positive because the argument has -Vin. Continuing:

 ID1B=∫Gm1BdVin =∫ 1

1+We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )

dVin −∫dWdL(Vo−Vin
KsVt )( 1

1+e
Vin+Vo
Ks Vt )dVin ('6.13)

Then

∫dWdL(X )dX =∫
1

1+We(X )
dX−∫

1
1+exp(X )

dX  ('6.14)

and 1/(1+We(x)) was integrated above and 1/(1+exp(x)) integral is Ln(1+exp(X) giving

∫ dWdL(X )dX = X − We (X )−(X−ln (1+exp(X )))+C =We(X )+L e(X )+C  (6.15)

where the switch function is approximated as a constant. 

The X term in dWdL(X) is the same for the We(X) and Le(X), namely X=(Vo-Vin)/KsVt, giving 
the a formula for calculating the second part (Ie1B) as: 

ID1B=We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )−Vo−Vin

KsVt
−(We(Vo−Vin

KsVt )+L e(Vo−Vin
KsVt )+C)(

1

1+e
Vin+Vo
KsVt )   ('6.16)

where “C” is a constant of integration. Note: C requires a complementary switch component of 
(1-PosSw) to get the correct currents and Gm (see the LTspice equation listing gives detail).

Recapping, we now have the second part (Ie1B) current by integration of the gain function. 
The first part being a simple W-function. The second part also uses a simple W-function but 
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needs a switch function to force the second part Gm to zero just when D1 starts to turn on. 

Writing the equation for Ie1 

ID1 =
½ KsVt
Rs+RL

(We( Vin
KsVt

+Vo)+ ID1B) ('6.17) 

where Ie1B is given above.

It was mentioned above that Figure 301e shows the second part Ie1B (green line) departs 
from a simple W-function in several ways. The other component seen in Figure 301e green line 
is at high positive Vin, it is shown by the rectangle the Gm overshoots the actual Gm. 

This is appears to be because the first part Gm does not approach the required Gm fast 
enough at it's top end. It appears to be the counterpart effect to Ie1B covered above. 
Therefore the first part is modified by adding some dWDL(X) that is switched by a NegSw(X):

NegSw=
1

1+exp(Vo−Vin
KsVt )

('6.18) 

With this modification to the first part the updated equation for Gm1 becomes 

Gm1A =

We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )

1+We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )

+ dWdL(Vin−Vo
KsVt )(

1

1+exp(Vo−Vin
KsVt )) ('6.19)

and the current for Ie1A becomes 

 ID1A =We(Vo−Vin
KsVt )+ (We(Vin−Vo

KsVt )+Le(Vin−Vo
KsVt ))(

1

1+exp(Vo−Vin
KsVt ))+C  ('6.20)

The update equation for Ie1 becomes

I E1 =
½KsVt
Rs+RL

( I E1A + I E1B ) ('6.21) 

where Ie1A is given by the updated equation and Ie1B is already given. 

The equations for Ie2 are essentially the same but +Vin is replaced with –Vin and vice versa.

The final step to generate the wingspread curves is to slightly skew the 50:50 combination of 
the two halves so the first part has slightly more than 50% and the second part slightly less 
than 50%. With no skewing Ie1 forms a conjugate pair with Ie2 which means when the Gm's 
for Ie1 and Ie2 are summed the total Gm's are perfectly constant with no wingspread 
variation! Skewing the two parts of Ie1 and the same for Ie2 gives some non-conjugacy which 
generates the wingspread plots with uncanny accuracy. 

Skewing of Ie1 is accomplished by adding a weighting factor Kf where 

I E1 =
KsVt
Rs+RL

(Kf⋅I E1A + (1−Kf ) I E1B) ('6.22)

where Kf = ½+dGmo ('6.23)

where dGmo is the infinite-bias Gm at Vin=0 compared to the Gm at one end (large Vin) and 
then halved for the contribution for one diode at Vin=0. This is

dGmo =
1
2

1

(1+
2 RL

Rs )
('6.24)

Typically dGMo is quite small (0.01) making Kf typically 51% which is the weighting for the 
first part Ie1A. 
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With all these equations for over-biasing the SPICE current and Gm plots can be fitted closely 
for any values of RL and Rs and over the full range of input voltage. 

There are a number of fitting parameters (Ks, Vo, Kf) that need to be generated accurately as 
the bias changes and these parameters are generated phenomenologically. These fitting 
constant functions are the main source of errors for our solution above for the currents and 
Gm's when compared to SPICE numerical solutions. 

Now turning to the formulation for under-bias. When under-biased there needs to be only one 
part for Ie1; the second part needs to be turned off. There needs to be a smooth ramping of Kf 
up to the limit of unity so no discontinuities in currents or Gm's are generated as the bias 
voltage is varied. A suitable smooth switch function is covered below.

When under-biased there needs to be a component of dWdL(X) subtracted from the Gm of D1 
and this is scaled by another phenomenologically parameter Tf (Transform factor). This is 
similar to the over-bias dWdL(X) equation above but is kept separate so the under-bias region 
can be fitted independently (maybe later it will be found that they can be combined to reduce 
computations). A suitable smooth switch function for Tf is also covered below.

Figure 301f. Over-bias Ie1 and Ie2 equation plots and SPICE.
Bias is stepped 44m,73m,166m,283m,473mA (Kb=0,1,3,5,8).

  
Figure 301g. Under-bias Ie1 and Ie2 equation plots and SPICE 
Bias is stepped 44m,21m,4m,0.5mA,25uA (Kb=0,-1,-3,-5,-8).

2.  A method to increase precision for evaluating We(X)
The We2(…) function used in PAK2 gives W(e^x) to about 0.02% accuracy. We1(…) as used in 
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PAK1 (2012) gives W(e^x) to about 2%. The method used to increase precision when 
evaluating We(X) is first to use We1(x)

 We1(X) = Le(X)*(1-(ln(1+Le(X)))/(2+Le(X))) ('6.2a)

Then calculate the error using:

 err=Ln(1+We1(X)+ln(We1(X))-X) ('6.2b)

then recalculate again using Eq. 2.7 but with the error subtracted from X: 

 We2(X) = We1(X-err) ('6.2c)

This improves precision from 3% worst case to 0.03% worst case. This method can be 
repeated for even higher precision if required.

 3  Fitting parameters and DC offset 
The above equations are phenomenological because no exact solution has been found. Several 
empirical fitting parameters are used to model changes in the bias voltage: Ks, Vo, Kf, and Tf. 
There is also a Constant of integration which is needed to remove a DC offset in Ie1 and Ie2 
currents which can be solved exactly. 

3.1.  Subthreshold slope factor 'Ks'

When over biased the voltage across D1 plus Rs is formed by a voltage divider of RL with D2 
plus Rs and neglecting the current through D1. The voltage across D1 plus Rs due to Vin when 
D2 is strongly conducting is 

  V D1+Rs = (Vin−V D2+Rs )
Rs

Rs+RL

 or V D1+Rs =
(Vin−V D2+Rs)

Rs+RL

Rs

=
Vin

1+
RL

Rs

−
V D2+Rs

1+
RL

Rs

 ('6.3a)

This shows the voltage across D1 plus Rs due to Vin when over-biased is scaled by the factor 
1+RL/Rs. Neglecting the second term allows an approximation for D1 plus Rs current as

I D1=
Vt
Rs

We(
Vin

(1+
RL

Rs )Vt
+Vo)=

(Rs+RL

Rs )Vt

(Rs+RL

Rs )Rs
We(

Vin

(1+
RL

Rs )Vt
+Vo)=

KsVt
Rs+RL

We( Vin
KsVt

+Vo)  ('6.3b) 

where Ks = 1+
RL

Rs
which is effectively a subthreshold slope factor for a good approximation 

in the subthreshold region with over-biasing. The denominator (Rs+RL) gives the correct final 
slope. The offset voltage Vo is approximated below.

This Ks term needs to transition smoothly from 1+RL/Rs to unity as the bias voltage is 
reduced. The transition occurs around Vo of -1 which is -1·Vt volts. A smooth fitting function 
can be generated using

Ks = 1+
RL

Rs (e
Kb
0.6

+1
+

1
5

ln (1+eKb+1)

1+e
Kb
0.6

+1 ) ('6.3c)

where Kb is the bias voltage number of Vt's added to Vk and Vk=Vt·Ln(Vt/(Is·Rs)).

3.2.  Offset voltage 'Vo' 

For over-bias Vo= 1.75Ks KbVt  for Kb≥0 ('6.3d)

A hard-switch can be used such as LTspice “U(Kb)” switches at Kb=0 where U(Kb)=1 if Kb>0 
else it is zero. 

For under-bias 
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Vo= Vt ln(
GDo (Rs+RL)

Kf

1+
GDo(Rs+RL)

Kf
) ('6.3e)

where Kf is the scale factor (covered below) GDo is the Gm for D1 with Vin=0 

GDo =
1
2

1

(RL+
1
2 (

Vt
Io

+Rs))
('6.3f)

3.3. Transition factor 'Kf' from 2 parts for Ie1 over-bias to 1 part for Ie1 under-bias

Kp provides a smooth transition from two parts for Ie1 for over-bias down to a single part for 
under-bias. Typically for over bias, Kf≈0.51 giving a 51% and 49% mix of the two parts of Ie1. 
For under-bias Kf  →0 with a smooth transition around Kb ≈ -2.5. 

 Kf = 0.5+dGmo+(0.5−dGmo)( e(−Kb−2.5)

1+e(−Kb−2.5)) ('6.3g)

where dGmo is the infinite-bias Gm difference for one diode at Vin=0:

dGmo =
1
2

1

(1+
2 RL

Rs )
('6.3h)

dGmo can be viewed on an high-bias wingspread plot as the gain difference from the peak 
(Vin=0) and the final plateau gain (Vin large). dGmo is half this difference for each diodes 
component. For RL of 8 ohms and Rs of 0.33 ohms, dGmo is 10.2mA/V per diode.

3.4.  Transition factor 'Tf' for W-function transition for under-bias 

When under-biased there needs to be a component of dWdL(X) subtracted from the Gm of D1. 
This component is scaled by parameter Tf (Transform factor). This parameter generates a 
similar effect as over-bias which also uses the dWdL(X) combination. But two separate 
dWdL(X) parts are used to fit the under-bias region independently. Maybe later it will be found 
that they can be combined to reduce computations. 

A suitable smooth switch function for Tf is 

Tf =
e

Kb
0.8

−4

1+e
Kb
0.8

−4
('6.3i)

3.5.  Scale factor 'Kc' for integration offset when over-biased 

When equation G1A ('6.19) is integrated there is a constant of integration related to the 
complement of NegSw. This component needs to vary with Kb for the over-biased case (it is 
constant for under-bias). A suitable formulation for Kc is 

Kc = 1+0.3
KbU (Kb−1)

1+Kb /20
('6.3j)

where U(Kb-1) is the LTspice step function 0 for Kb less than 1 and unity for Kb≥1. This 
constant may be related to the way the Gm tail changes with Kb at the point where it is 
truncated by the NegSw function requiring more offset as Kb increases and is positive. If so 
this constant may be calculable rather than using an empiric le function. (More future work).

The use of Kc can be seen in the Ltspice listing below in I(B3) and I(B4).

3.6.  DC offset removal by 'IBo' 

Current Ie1 is derived from the Gm function by implicit integration and the constant of 
integration must be found for Ie1. The dc offset is evaluated in the subthreshold region with a 
large negative Vin for Ie2 when over biased. With a large negative Vin the voltage across D1 
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can go to zero and then negative. With 0V across D1 we know the voltage across D2 plus Rs 
must be 2·Vb. see Figure 301h. 

Rs

Vin for 0V
across D1 & Rs

D1

V1

{Vb}

{Vb}

V2

D2

Rs

RL

out

Vin ?

 

Figure 301h. What Vin gives 0V across D1? There must be 2Vb across D2 plus Rs

With 2·Vb across D2 plus Rs we can solve for Ie2 and this allows Vin to be found from 
Vin=Ie2*RL+Vb while Ie2=0. This gives Vin for no current through D1 

−V Io = RL( VtRsWe((2⋅Vb−Vk1)
Vt )−Is)+Vb ('6.3k)

This voltage is then used in the equation for Ie2. The resulting current is the dc offset that 
needs to be subtracted from ID to make it zero at this voltage.

  
Figure 301i. Over-bias log(Ie1) and SPICE. 

Ie1 goes to zero at 23.1V (as calculated)

Figure 301i shows the log plots for log(Ie1) after applying the dc offset and it follows SPICE's 
log(Ie1) quite well for over-bias. For under-bias the dc offset goes to zero faster than it should 
in the subthreshold region and it needs further work to improve this region, but still the other 
currents are good and are still useful for generating wingspread plots. 

One way to improve this result in the under-bias region would be to use a second iteration.

3.7.  Spare

 4   LTspice W-solution listing for the Basic Push-Pull Common Collector 
Follower using diodes
The equations 2 for the Basic Push-Pull Common Collector Follower diode model in Figure 
301b are given below:

.param Vb=Vk1+Kb*Vt ;bias Vspread

.Step param Kb List -2 -1 0 1 2 3

.param Vk1=Vt*Ln(Vt/(Is*Rs)) -Is*Rs

.param Vt=0.02586 IS=5e-12 ;at 27C 

.param Io=Vt/Rs*We2((Vb-Vk1)/Vt) ;bias

.param Gdo=0.5/(RL+0.5*(Vt/Io+Rs))

.param dGmo=0.5/(1+2*RL/Rs)

.param Ks=1+RL/Re*(exp(Kb/0.4+2)+0.2*Le(Kb+1))/(1+exp(Kb/0.4+2))
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.param Vo=Vt*Ln(GDo*(Rs+RL)/Kf/(1+GDo*(Rs+RL)/Kf))+1.75*Ks*U(Kb)*Kb*Vt

.param Kf=0.5+dGmo +(0.5-dGmo)*exp((-Kb-2.5)/1)/(1+exp((-Kb-2.5)/1))

.param Tf=exp(-Kb/0.8-4)/(1+exp(-Kb/0.8-4)) 

.param Kc=1+0.3*Kb*U(Kb-1)/(1+Kb/20) 

.param Vio=RL*(Vt/Re*We2((2*Vb-Vk1)/Vt)-Is)+Vb ;input voltage for ID2=0

.param IBo=KsVt/(Re+RL)*Kf*(We2((-Vio+Vo)/KsVt)+Tf*(PosWL+IB2o)-0.9*PosWL*IB2o+Kc*(1-
IB2o))+KsVt/(Re+RL)*(1-Kf)*(We2((+Vio+Vo)/KsVt)-Vio/KsVt-NegWL*IB1o+1.1*Kc*(1-
IB1o));offset
.param IB1o=1/(1+Exp((-Vio+Vo)/KsVt))  IB2o=1/(1+Exp((+Vio+Vo)/KsVt))  PosWL=WeLe((-
Vio+Vo)/KsVt)  NegWL=WeLe((+Vio+Vo)/KsVt)

B1 I=1/(1+Exp((V(in)+Vo)/KsVt)) ;PosSw
B2 I=1/(1+Exp((-V(in)+Vo)/KsVt)) ;NegSw
B3 I=KsVt/(Re+RL)*Kf*(We2(I(B5))+Tf*(WeLe(I(B5))+I(B2))-0.9*WeLe(I(B5))*I(B2)+Kc*(1-
I(B2)))+KsVt/(Re+RL)*(1-Kf)*(We2(I(B6))+V(in)/KsVt-WeLe(I(B6))*I(B1)+1.1*Kc*(1-I(B1)))-
IBo ;I1
B4 I=KsVt/(Re+RL)*Kf*(We2(I(B6))+Tf*(WeLe(I(B6))+I(B1))-0.9*WeLe(I(B6))*I(B1)+Kc*(1-
I(B1)))+KsVt/(Re+RL)*(1-Kf)*(We2(I(B5))-V(in)/KsVt-WeLe(I(B5))*I(B2)+1.1*Kc*(1-I(B2)))-
IBo ;Ic2;I2
B5 I=(V(in)+Vo)/KsVt ;PosArg
B6 I=(-V(in)+Vo)/KsVt ;NegArg
B7 I=Kf/(Re+RL)*(We2(I(B5))/(1+We2(I(B5)))-Tf*dWdL(I(B5))+0.9*dWdL(I(B5))*I(B2))+(1-Kf)/
(Re+RL)*(1/(1+We2(I(B6)))-dWdL(I(B6))*I(B1) ) ;Gm1
B8  I=Kf/(Re+RL)*(We2(I(B6))/(1+We2(I(B6)))-Tf*dWdL(I(B6))+0.9*dWdL(I(B6))*I(B1))+(1-
Kf)/(Re+RL)*(1/(1+We2(I(B5)))-dWdL(I(B5))*I(B2) ) ;Gm2
B9  I=I(B7)+I(B8) ;Tot Gm
B10 I=I(B3)-I(B4) ;Iload

.function We2(X) {If(U(X+30), We1(X-Ln(1+We1(X)+ln(We1(X))-X)),We1(X))}

.function We1(X) {(Le(X)*(1-(ln(1+Le(X)))/(2+Le(X))))} ;Unlimited W(e^X)) 2%

.function Le(X) {If(U(X-450), X, Ln(1+Exp(X)))} ;Unlimited Ln(1+e^X)

.function dWdL(X) {1/(1+We2(X)) -1/(1+Exp(X))}  .function WeLe(X) {We2(X) -Le(X)}

.model NPN ako:MJL3281C NPN Is={Is} BF=100 VAF=0 VAR=0 ISE=1e-20 Rb=0 Ikf=0 Re=-3m

.model PNP ako:MJL1302C PNP Is={Is} BF=100 VAF=0 VAR=0 ISE=1e-20 Rb=0 Ikf=0 Re=-3m

.Include Cordell models.txt ;for MJL3281C and  MJL1302C

--------------------------- ------------------------

4. A version that can handle circuit asymmetry 

The above solution assumes perfect symmetry for D1/D2 and Rs1/Rs2. This is left for future 
work. [anyone interested? Have a go!]

----------------------- --------------------

 New  Comparison of Basic push-pull Follower vs CE with 100% VFB
Is equation solution for the Common Collector output stage the same as the Common Emitter 
output stage when all the CE output voltage is fed back and subtracted from the input voltage? 

Figure 301j the Common Emitter output stage when all the output voltage is fed back and 
subtracted from the input voltage. E2 is an inverter to give negative feedback. The circuit used 
for the Common Collector output stage is Figure 301j. 
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Figure 301j. Basic Push-Pull CE with 100% voltage feedback for comparison

Figure 301k shows the plots for both circuits are the same to within 0.1%. The reason for the 
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very small difference has not been determined. It may be numerical errors?

Figure 301k. SPICE basic Follower and SPICE CE with 100% voltage feedback. Same!

This shows the same equation solution can be used for the Common Collector Follower output 
stage as the Common Emitter output stage with 100% voltage fed back. Similarly, you need to 
use the Common Collector Follower output stage equations when any overall feedback is added 
to the Common Emitter output stage. The same applies to a Common emitter output stage 
when it is driven by a non-zero voltage source resistance, and therefore also the Common 
emitter output stage when it is current driven (see below).

 ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------

 New  Solution for Basic Common Emitter with Current drive
[under construction]
Common Emitter Figure 301e with voltage gain and current driven is solved using PAK206 by 
changing the input current I(B1) to I(G1)*Beta, where G1 is the current source normalised to 
give the same final gm independent of the input resistance Rin. 
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{Rin*Beta}

outVx
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Figure 301_. Basic Push-Pull Common Emitter and Current driven

For Figure 301_ bias spread: Vk=Vk +Kb·Vt where Kb is stepped -3 -1 0 1 2 3, giving idle 
currents of 4m, 21m, 44m, 78m, 120m ,175mA respectively. Is=5pA, Re=0.333R. Disabled 
are Rb, Vaf, Ikf, Ise. Figure 301f [L] with Rin=33R (same as Re on the emitter side), and [R] 
Rin=800R (or 24·Re on the emitter side). 

-------------------- --------------------

 New  Multi-diode solution for Basic Follower with Current drive
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[under construction]

Common Collector Figure 301_ is a Voltage Follower or Emitter Follower or Buffer. It has a 
voltage gain of slightly less than unity like a single ended Emitter Follower. 

The Common Collector (Follower) with current drive is solved the same as voltage drive using 
PAK206 by changing the input current I(B1) to 

B1 I=I(G1)*(Beta+1)/(Rin*(1/(Re+RL)+1/Rin)) 

where G1 is the current source normalised to give the same final gm independent of the input 
resistance Rin. G1 is shunted by Rin1 = Rin*Beta. Otherwise the equation listing is the same 
as above .
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Figure 301_. Basic Push-Pull Common Collector or Follower Current driven

 
Figure 301_. Basic Push-Pull Common Collector Follower with Current drive 

Plot settings: Rin1=800 (using Rin=8). Bias spread: Vk=Vk +Kb·Vt where Kb is stepped -3 -1 
0 1 2 3, giving idle currents of 4m, 21m, 44m, 78m, 120m ,175mA respectively. Is=5pA, 
Re=0.333R. Disabled are Rb, Vaf, Ikf, Ise. 
 
Discussion: Note the same X and Y scales are used for both plots – shows how higher Rin 
improves linearity in the crossover region. Comparing the gain drop for Vk=-3 for Figure 
301_ (CE) with Rin for 24·Re, and Figure 301_ (CC Follower) with RL also 24·Re the gain dip 
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is 0.5A/V for 3A/V final, and 35mA/V dip for 120mA/V final, giving 1/6th  for the CE current 
drive and 1/3rd for the CC. So the CE current drive is twice as linear as the CC voltage drive for 
the same operating current and RL values seen at the emitter side. 

 ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
 

Appendix: Earlier approximated solutions

 Revised original approximation using ReTOT and Vk 'switches' for 
Basic Common Emitter Push-Pull output stage with high Rin (current driven)

Note: 'Rin' here is the base side resistance (different to the new solutions above).
Increasing the drive source resistance Rin in circuit Figure 301-A1 has the effect of reducing 
non-linearity in the crossover region provided Beta-fall is negligible. The equation for the 
driving current source allow Rin to be varied from a small (but non zero value) to very large 
values relative to a nominal input resistance of the transistors is 

I=Vin⋅( 1
Beta1⋅Re1

+
1
Rin)

Using this equation with current drive gives normalised plots with the same limiting gains 
independent of stepping Rin over many decades.
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Figure 301-A1. Basic Push-Pull Common Emitter and Current driven

For current drive to be noticeable for reducing crossover distortion the driver source resistance 
needs to be at least 10 times more than the nominal input resistance – namely 330R to 3k3 
for the Basic CE configuration (8k to 80k for a Basic Voltage Follower). 

Figure 301-A2 and Figure 301-A3 shows increasing Rin linearises the crossover region. 
This occurs with both over-biasing (Figure 301-A2) and under-biasing (Figure 301-A3)with IKF 
for high current Beta-fall disabled, and VA for the Early effect disabled.
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Figure 301-A2 (L). Wingspread plots with over-bias Vsp=1220m giving Iq=1.7A 
Figure 301-A3 (R) Vsp=460m Iq=0.25mA 

Plot data: Both cases Rin stepped 33mR, 33R, 3k3. (Red = LTspice). 
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Note the linearisation effect with a high Rin is only possible if IKF and VA are disabled.

Since the voltages to the bases are not proportional to Vin any more the crossover region 
exhibits different equivalent resistances depending on whether one or two transistors are 
conduction. This suggests that a switch is needed to model the equivalent series resistance to 
find the current in one transistor. In circuit Figure 301-A1 with high Rin the net impedance of 
node Vx to common is a nonlinear function of Vin due to the two current dependent 
conductances of the base-emitter paths to common. The overall conductance at node Vx is the 
sum of the two base-emitter conductances which must then be paralleled with Rin. That is 

Gx =G1+G2+
1
Rin

where G1 is conductance of Q1 base-emitter plus Re1, and G2 is likewise for Q2 plus its Re2. 
The resistance at this input node is 1/Gx. Note capital 'G' is used for the large-signal function 
namely Gx(Vin). 

The node resistance 1/Gx defines the voltage gain Vx/Vin for either the voltage driven case or 
the current driven one. It was found that the Lambert solution incorporating a switch functions 
for the equivalent resistances seen by each base-emitter diode gave close enough 
approximations over a wide range of bias points and input resistances. The switch solution 
used in Figure 301-A2,3 gives an accuracy of around +-5% for currents and gains which is 
considered to be adequate for comparing relative distortion figures and relative sensitivities to 
temperature. 

12.2.2 First approach – using ReTOT switch and Vk switch

At high Vin and with only one transistor conducting, the solution for the collector current 
following the Gummel-Poon approach where Rin is referred to the collector side. The equations 
become

 Ic Iin Q10=
Vt

ReTOT

W (e
Iin⋅Rin'−Vk

Vt )  where Vk=Vt ln( Vt
Is⋅ReTOT )  

Rin' is the net parallel input node resistance which is determined by the bias point (Rp in the 
above equations) and Sw11 (IB11 above) which is ON (Sw=1) for the crossover region and 
OFF (Sw=0) when Q10 turns off. Note Is·ReTOT term has been dropped from Ic since Is is 
typically 4-6 orders of magnitude smaller than Ib.

The formulation chosen for ReTOT is ReTot=Re+
Rin ' (1+Sw11)

Beta

Interestingly, the term (1+Sw) effectively doubles Rin' within the crossover region which 
occurs during over biasing with both transistors conducting. This may be thought of as the two 
transistors sharing Rin, so each transistor sees (2·Rin/Beta + Re) for the net diode series 
resistance within the crossover region and both transistors conducting. 

The switch functions B1 and B11 use a Lambert solution with both transistors ON. This uses 
the two term approximation which is sufficiently accurate. The input parameter Iin is I(B21). 
The switch function is simply the Gm Lambert value for Ic without the scaling with 1/R and 
this gives the normalised and non-dimensional Gm 'switch' function. 

The term Vk=Vt ln( Vt
Is⋅ReTOT )  is split into VkTOT=Vt ln( Vt

Is⋅Re)+ Vo + Io⋅Rin '  to separate 

out the terms independent of Rin and those affected by Rin. The Io term is the offset that 
involves the Switch plus an offset needed to ensure the current just before the switch turns 
OFF will match the current when the switch has turned OFF. This is found using the inverse 
Lambert function similar to the CFP solution. 

Io also includes a 'small' fixed current that is added as a 'fix' to ensure that the quiescent 
current remains reasonably constant for large values of Rin compared to Rin = 0. 

The joining offset is calculated when Iin (or Vin) satisfies the condition
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 Ic (Iin)Q10=
Vt

ReTOT

ω(0)  which is a convenient reference point since

 Ic ( Iin)Q10=
Vt

ReTOT

⋅1  and this current must be the same for the switch ON and OFF at 

the particular Iin (which is when Vin = Vk (Iin·Rin' – Vk) = 0 the knee point). 

Solving for Io offset using the relation w·e^W=e^x to give the same x values before and after 
switching. After the switch turns OFF we have W0 in the relation

 W 0exp (W 0) =ex = e
( Io⋅Rin '−Vk

Vt )  giving Vo=Vk+Vt
(W 1+ln (W 1))

(W 0+ln (W 0))

where W1 is at the same e^x value as W0 but with the switch turned ON. 

Plots above for current drive are Figure 301-A2 for the over-biased case and Figure 301-A3 
for the under-biased case. 
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PAK Project – Course Material 
PAK302 – Multi-diode solution for Darlington push-pull for Vin drive 

 free for use under Creative Commons 4 Attribution  27 May 2019 ver 0v4 

  Multi-diode solution for Darlington push-pull 
 
[under construction]

Push-Pull Common Emitter Darlington output stage 
for Vin drive 
[under construction]
The first (simplest) Push-Pull Darlington circuit is Common Emitter with 
Rin=0 and with voltage drive. 

Vpos1

{Vpos}

{Re2}
Re2

Vneg1

{Vneg}

Vsp1

Re4
{Re4}

Vsp2

{RL}

RL1

Q1

Q2

Q4

Q3

{Re1}
Re1

{Re3}
Re3

Vin
Vout1

Figure 14.1. Push-pull Common Emitter Darlington output stage with no Rin

Figure 14.1 shows an Emitter Follower 'Darlington' output stage with bias voltage generators 
(2·Vsp) and emitter resistors (Re1 and Re2). Floating power supplies allow the output current 
to be summed and fed into a ground referenced load resistor. This simplifies analysis. The load 
current is IL = Ic3 + Ic1 – (Ic4+Ic2) where Ic3 flows into the collector of Q3 while Ic4 flows 
out of the collector of Q4. Each half of the Darlington pair was solved in Section 7 with 
constant Beta's and no Early effect. 

The previous solution was Ic3 =
Vt
Req

W [exp( A1(Vsp1+Vin−Vk 3)−Vo3

Vt )]  where A1 is the 

voltage divider ratio formed by Rbp1/Beta1 and Re1 or A1=
Re1

Re1+Rep1+Rbp1 /Beta1
and 

Vo3≈0.7⋅ln( 1/A1
1+ln(1/ A1)) . Terms for Req, Vk3 and Vo3 were defined in Section 7. 

The driver collector current is approximate since it involves Ic3 (which is an approximation) is 

Ic1 =
Vt

Re1+Rep1+Rbp1/Beta1

W [exp(2⋅Vsp1+Vin−Vk1

Vt )]+ Ic3
Beta3

 where

Vk1 = Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is1(Re1+Rep1+Rbp1 /Beta1)) . 

Parasitic emitter and base resistances can also be included for Q3 (Rep3+Rbp3/Beta) added to 
Re2. 

For the complementary transistors the same equations are used but with -Vin in place of +Vin 
in the two equations above. The power rail currents are IC3+IC1 and the load current is the 
difference between the power rail currents. 
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The gm equations are given in the listing below The net gm is used to estimate THD.

 

Figure 14.1a. Push-pull Common Emitter output stage voltage drive (Re1=33R, 
Re2=330m, Red=SPICE). Vsp stepped 480mV, 580mV, 630mV, 680mV, 780mV, 

880mV. 
The Right zoom shows the fine detail is replicated by the equation solution!

 Multi-diode solution for Darlington push-pull 
[under construction]
 14.2 Darlington Equations for current drive 
[under construction]

{Vpos}

{Re1}

{Vneg}

{2*Vsp}

{Re2}
{2*Vsp}

{RL}

Q1

Q2

Q4

Q3

{Re3}

{Re4}Rin2G1

{2/(Re3*Beta1*Beta3)+1/Rin2}

Vout2

Vin

Figure 14.2. Current driven Push-pull Darlington Common Emitter output stage 
In a typical amplifier if the preceding stage is common emitter then it will have a relatively 
high output resistance and this can be represent by Rin shunted to common and a current 
source driving to the base of Q1. Current source drive can be provided using the Norton 
equivalent Iin = Vin/Rin and with Rin shunted to common. The level of peak current needed is

IinPK =
Ic2PK

Beta1⋅Beta3

.

The above equations for Ic1 and IC2 with current drive become 

Ic3 =
Vt
Req

W [exp( A1(Vsp+Iin⋅Rin−Vk 2)−Vo2

Vt )]  and 

Ic1 =
Vt

Re1+Rep1+Rbp1 /Beta1

ω(2⋅Vsp+ Iin⋅Rin−Vk1

Vt )+ Ic3
Beta3
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where terms for Req derive from the basic CE Push-Pull output stage with Rin included (which 
involves a 'switch'). 
Ic1 terms were been defined above for voltage drive except the Iin·Rin is the equivalent input 
voltage.

Figure 14.1b shows the Push-Pull CE Darlington with current drive and Rin stepped 1m, 1k 
and 10k with Re1=33 and Re3=330mR. This only shows the LTspice plots since equations for 
the Darlington pair have not been entered into the circuit (circuit file Fig 14s1s2). 
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 Figure 14.1b. Push-pull Common Emitter output stage with current drive. Re1=33, 
Re3=330mR. Rin stepped 1m, 1k and 10k, Beta Q1=150 & Q3=100. (Red is SPICE).

The current source G is programmed using {2/(Re3*Beta1*Beta3)+1/Rin} (for Q1/Q3 pair) to 
give similar peak gains. This plot shows there is significant nonlinearity due to the base-
emitter resistors. 
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 Figure 14.1c. Push-pull Common Emitter output stage with current drive. Re1=33k 
(for negligible effect), Re3=330mR. Rin stepped 1m (lower), 1k and 10k (upper), 

Beta Q1=150 & Q3=100 & no Beta-fall. (Red is SPICE).

Figure 14.1c shows the same Push-pull Common Emitter output stage with current drive but 
with Re1 = 33k to see its effect on linearity when Rin is stepped 1m (lower), 1k and 10k 
(upper). When Re1 is made deliberately very high (effectively removed) the effect of a high 
source resistance can be seen, here Beta1·Beta3·Re3 ≈ 3k3 (for Q1/Q3 pair), so 1k is still 
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partly voltage drive (and not linearity is affected much) but when Rin=10k the effect of current 
drive becomes apparent. 

Both Figure 14.1b (Re1=33R) and Figure 14.1c (Re1=33k) show the the Darlington driver 
introduces significant nonlinearities when the source resistance is greater than Beta1·Beta3·Re3 
(for Q1/Q3 pair) for current drive to begin. Changing Re1 (Q1 emitter resistor) does not 
provide any relief of nonlinearity when Rin is large. 

An alternative, Locanthi emitter resistor arrangement, where Re1 and Re2 are coupled and not 
connected to the output node (ground or common here), may provide some relief since the 
driver transistors operate in Class-A and do not turn off after the crossover region for Q3,4 is 
passed. 

The Locanthi circuit is not included in PAK at this stage, but hopefully, it will eventually be 
included).

Another alternative, is to driving the CE output stage with a high current buffer to ensure the 
output pair are voltage driven as a Basic output stage (Section 12.1). This option is explored in 
a Linear Audio article [ref 19, L|A Vol.4]. With the floating supply of the Basic CE output stage 
the buffer driving Q3,4 does not need a high voltage supply since only 1-2 volts are needed for 
the full output current swing. Also only about 200mA is needed to drive an output transistor to 
10A – the practical limit for a single 15A power transistor. This means the buffer could be a 
high current opamp such as the HA5002. A discrete version could use a pair of MOSFET's in 
class-A to remove the Beta dependency on Rin with bipolar drivers. 

The standard Darlington is fine for voltage driven output stages (which usually means using 
Triple Darlinton's) but the Darlington pair deteriorates if the source resistance gets too high 
(i.e. much above Beta1·Beta3·Re3 (for Q1 and Q3 pair).

14.2 Basic push-pull CE amplifier with current drive and Beta-fall 
[under construction]
In power amplifiers the current gain of the power transistors can have a significant effect on 
the distortion generated when the source resistance Rin is significant. This section includes the 
effect of Beta variation at high and low currents using similar equations to Gummel-Poon but 
modified to include local feedback (degeneration) by the emitter resistance Re and the source 
resistance Rin. 

Fig 14.2 shows the effect of both Rin and Beta-fall in circuit Figure 12.1. The effect of Beta-fall 
is made very obvious when Rin is increased. Figure 14.2 is the over-biased case while Figure 
14.2a shows the under-biased case. 

The accuracy of the equation solution is very good for high Rin, to better than 1%. At very 
small Rin the equations deviate by 3% (seen in upper Gm and lower IL plots in Figure 14.2). 
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Figure 14.2. Over-biased plots with high current Beta-fall, Rin stepped 33mR (U), 
33R (M) and 3k3 (L). IKF=4A, Vsp=740mV (Iq=280mA). LTspice Red gm, Ic1 green 
& gm1 of Q1 blue. At high Rin calculated gm1 error prevents low current Beat-fall (a 

more accurate method is needed).

Figure 14.2a. Under-biased with Beta-fall and Rin stepped 33mR (U), 33R (M) and 
3k3 (L). IKF=4A, Vsp 540mV (Iq=4mA). Red LTspice gm. Notice a high Rin only 

reduces the gain variation in the crossover region. See crossover region detail below.
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Figure 14.2b. Same as above showing crossover region detail with a high Rin. With 
Rin of 3k3 the crossover nonlinearity is almost removed by current drive. 

Interesting!
 
 
 

 (1)
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PAK Project – Course Material 
PAK303 – Multi-diode solution for CFP push-pull for Vin & Iin drive 

 free for use under Creative Commons 4 Attribution  27 May 2019 ver 0v4 

 Multi-diode solution for CFP push-pull for Vin drive 
 
The solution for the Single Ended CFP or Sziklai pair was given in Section 5. The first section 
covers the Push-Pull case with voltage drive (Rin = 0) and then Rin is added to cover current 
drive. Equations are first solved assuming all Beta's are constant, also the Early effect is not 
included at this stage.

Figure 13.1 shows a Sziklai pair (CFP) output stage with bias voltage generators (Vsp) and 
emitter resistors R1 and R2. Floating power supplies allow the output current to be summed 
and fed into a ground referenced load resistor. 
The load current is IL = Ie3 + Ic1–(Ic4+Ic2) following the same approach as Section 5.5 where 
it was noted that the sum of Ic1 plus Ic3 combine and flow through Vpos so the current 
through Rbe1 does not need to be mentioned. Emitter resistors for the output transistors Q3,4 
are not shown but they can be easily included if needed when paralleling output transistors 
(along with ReP etc).

Vpos

Re1

Vneg

Vsp1

Re2

Vsp2

RL

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Rbe1

Rbe2

Vin
Vout

Figure 13.1 Common Emitter Push-Pull CFP output stage (no Rin)
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0. 8A
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1. 6A

2. 0A

-1Ω0. 0

-1Ω0. 6

-1Ω1. 2

-1Ω1. 8

-1Ω2. 4

-1Ω3. 0

-1Ω3. 6

-1Ω4. 2

-1Ω4. 8

-1Ω5. 4

-1Ω6. 0

- I (B14)*I (B9)/ I (R1) I (B4)*I (B9)/ I (R1) - I (Vpos1)*I (B9)/ I (R1)
I (Vneg1)*I (B9)/ I (R1) d( I (Rl 1)) d(I (B4)- I (B14))*1

Figure 13.1a. CFP LTspice and equation gain and current plots with Re=0.33R, 
Rbe=33R and Vsp= 655mV. Vsp is stepped 580mV, 630mV, 655mV, 680mV, 780mV. 

CFP (no Rin) Gm's

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

-0.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

Vin

Gm3_ [A/V]

Gm4_ [A/V]

GmTot [A/V]

spare -

spare -

Figure 13.1b. CFP plot with Re=0.33R, Rbe=33R and Vsp= 655mV. 
It was found that the CFP is sensitive to small variations in bias voltage near optimum bias 
with ± 2mV changing the shape of the mid gain wobble from upward to downwards. An offset 
term is used for fine adjustment of the bias voltage for the equation to align the curves as 
close as possible.

This high sensitivity to Vsp at optimum bias is due to the very small quiescent current through 
the output pair compared to the basic Bipolar Push-Pull output stage in Section 12. With the 
same emitter resistors of 0.33 ohms the CFP output transistors carry 15mA at optimum bias 
compared to 80mA for the basic Bipolar Push-Pull output stage. This operating point is only 
5mV above the switching voltage (Vsw in Section 5) where the output transistors gain begins 
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to rapidly rise. 

Weighted distortion are needed to asses the relative merits of the CFP compared to the basic 
Bipolar Push-Pull output stage and the Darlington output stage [ref 19 L|A Vol 4]. Figure 13.1a 
shows that more high order distortion is produced by the CFP. Interestingly, removing the 
base-emitter resistors (Reb1 and Rbe2) eliminates the sharp switching in the CFP as shown in 
Figure 13.1c. 

Figure 13.1c. CFP with Reb1 and Rbe2 removed eliminates sharp switching and we 
get a much better linearity like that of the Basic Push-Pull output stage!

Bob Cordell provides a good overview of the CFP in his book (p106-108). One major concern 
with the CFP is high frequency stability and the main cause may be that both output transistors 
are “starved” of current at optimum bias and the FT of the output transistors fall at this low 
current even if low value base-emitter resistors are used. In the Darlington output stage there 
is always one transistor that has enough current to keep the FT reasonable but in the CFP both 
output transistors get “starved” passing through the crossover region so the FT falls and 
instability can result if the compensation frequency is not lowered.

Figure 13.1d shows a CFP variant that does not use base-emitter resistors for the output 
transistors. The MOSFET's in the driver transistor emitters allows a relatively high optimum 
bias of 300mA for 50W and this combination eliminates high order crossover distortion [ref 17 
EW+WW Sep 1995]. No problem with the slower turn off of the output transistors was obvious 
with no base-emitter resistors and the biasing stability was excellent. However, an upgrade to 
modern high frequency power transistors with low Beta-fall will help. Someone said that the 
base-emitter resistors generally halve the turn-off time and if that is the case then eliminating 
the base-emitter resistors in a CFP halves the usable bandwidth and halves the usable amount 
of NFB but without the resistors the very high-order crossover distortion is almost eliminated – 
it appear to be well worth while trade.
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 Figure 13.1d. A CFP variant using no base-emitter resistors and a relatively high 
optimum bias of 300mA for 50W eliminates high order crossover distortion.
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PAK Project – Course Material 
PAK304 – Current Feedback Amplifier

 free for use under Creative Commons 4 Attribution  27 May 2019 ver 0v4 

NEW PAK304 – Current Feedback Amplifier (CFA)
The Current Feedback Amplifier (CFA) was popularised by Comlinear for use as an 
Opamp [Wikipedia, "CFA" patent]. It was originally introduced as a fully-complementary hybrid 
opamp  CLC103 since the IC process did not allow PNP's with similar speed (FT) to NPN's. 
Several years after Comlinear introduced it's hybrid CFA the fully-complementary IC process 
became available offering IC opamps with a bandwidth an order of magnitude higher than the 
fastest all NPN IC opamps of the time. Very impressive. Comlinear promoted the CFA as a 
superior topology to VFA's. 

A few years later the standard VFA was improved dramatically by using the same fully-
complementary IC process as the CFA, achieving similar high bandwidths to CFA's, by an 
enhanced VFA topology called the “Buffered CFA” or the “Quad-core COD-VFA” ('COD' meaning 
Current On Demand [ref Jung Fig.1-104]) or the “H-bridge” input stage (Yes, we have 4 names 
for one idea!). The Burr-Brown OPA660 Application Note [sboa47] on p8 states that the 
buffering of the CFA makes it a VFA and the bandwidth of the VFA is about 30% less than the 
CFA due to the lag in the additional buffer stage. This quantifies the inherent difference 
between the two topologies is only a 30% difference in bandwidth – much closer than the 
original impression from Comlinear's original order of magnitude higher bandwidth for the first 
CFA's. 

We know now that this difference was due to Comlinear being the first to adopt the fully-
complementary IC process for their CFA's – it was not due to a superior topology of the CFA. In 
fact, the H-Bridge VFA (Buffered-CFA) offers better characteristics for general Opamp's than 
the CFA because of balanced input's and the CFA is limited to a few specific non-inverting 
applications and photo-diode transresistance amps where precision differential are not 
required. The other improvement in VFA's is the availability of decompensated VFA's which 
allows near CFA bandwidth for the similar current demand and a similar IC process [ref Steffes 
1997/2019]. 

One of the reasons that the CFA has been promoted as a superior topology to the VFA has 
been the lack of in depth analysis to show the basis for the the claimed superiority. It's name 
“Current Feedback Amplifier” suggests that there is some fundamentally different mode of 
operation that differs from standard opamp's which are known as voltage feedback amplifier's 
(VFA). 

There has been a lack of in depth analysis to show (at least to me) the basis for the claimed 
superiority of the CFA. As functional blocks it has been modelled as an OTA with a voltage 
follower [refs Lidgey], or as a unity gain buffer with a current mirror and a voltage follower 
[refs Franco pt2], or as a common emitter degenerated input stage and a second current 
amplifier like a CFP (Current Feedback Pair) a.k.a Sziklai pair [ref Middlebrook, Cherry]. 

My analysis below uses the CFP explanation of the CFA for analysis using the W-function for 
large-signal, and second I use the 're' (small-signal) approach giving the same result. 

The CFA is simplified to a CFP which can be analysed to find the CFA's underlying mode of 
operation and how it differs from standard opamp's. Simplifying the diamond CFA to a single 
ended CFP is universally recognised in the literature as a valid step for analysis.

 

NEW PAK304– CFA push-pull analysis as a CFP
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Q1

Re

Vcc

Q2

Vin

Ve

Ic2
Rf

Vout

RL

 

Q1
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Vcc

Q2

Vin

Ve

Ic2
Rf

Vout

PAK304a. [L] Complementary Feedback Pair (CFP) open-loop, and 
PAK304b.  [R] closed loop with Rf.

 
Q1 represents the CFA Diamond input stage. 
Q2 represents the CFA mirror and unity gain buffer, equivalent current gain Beta2≈10,000. 
Vin drives Q1 with Re degeneration. 
Q2 drives the output (RL) plus Rf and Re. 
 
1. Open-Loop 
Assume Rf feedback is disconnected and current flows to ground via RL.
PAK 103 solves the Common Emitter amplifier with emitter degeneration Re. 

 The Shockley equation gives the collector current as 

I c = Is[e(
Vbe
Vt )

−1] => I c = Is[e(
Vin− I

e
⋅R e

Vt )
−1]

The solution for Q1 is 

 Ic1OL =
Vt
Req

W [e(
Vin−Vk

Vt )] −Is1  where 

 Vk = Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is1⋅Req) − Is1⋅Req  and Req=Re⋅(1+Beta1

Beta1 )
where W[…] is the W-function (a.k.a. Lambert's W-function), Vk is the knee voltage of about 
0.6 volts where the transistor current reaches a typical current the mA range. Req is the 
emitter resistance referred to the collector side since the Schottky equation defines Ic and we 
want to solve for Ic and not Ie. 
 
Now we know Ic1 in terms of Vin we can calculate Ic2 using Ic2 = Beta2⋅Ic1 . 
So Open-Loop solution for Ic2 (output current) is 

Ic2 = Beta2
Vt
Req

W [e(
Vin−Vk

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1

The Open-Loop output voltage using Ohm's Law is Vout = Ic2·RL 
 
2. Closed-Loop 
The Rf feedback is connected and lets assume no current flows to ground via RL.
The solution for Q1 is now different to the Open-Loop equation because Ic2 now flows through 
Rf. We can subtract an extra voltage Ic2·Rs from Vin by using Superposition 

  Ic1 =
Vt
Re

W [e(
Vin− Ic2⋅Re−Vk 1

Vt )] −Is1  where Vk, Req are still the same as before. 

Applying the W inverse to our new Ic1 equation gives 

Ic1CL =
Vt

ReqCL
W [e

Vin−VkCL

Vt ] −Is1  where 
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ReqCL=Re⋅(Beta2+1)  and VkCL=Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is1⋅ReqCL) −Is1⋅ReqCL

Notice the Req value is multiplied by Beta2, effectively Beta2 times more degeneration for a 
given resistance. Also the Vk knee voltage is reduced, effectively Q1 turns on 60mV/decade of 
Beta2 earlier (eg 120mV for a Beta of 100). 

 
Using Ic1CL we calculate Ic2 using Ic2 = Beta2⋅Ic1 . 
So the Closed-Loop solution for Ic2 (output current) is 

Ic2CL = Beta2
Vt

ReqCL

W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1  where VkCL and ReqCL are given above. 

The Beta2 term almost cancels with the Req term giving 

Ic2CL =
Vt
Re

W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1

The Closed-Loop output voltage using Superposition is

Vout = Ic2(Rf +R e
Beta2+1
Beta2 )

where B2/(B2+1) is from some Ic1 flowing through Re as Ie1. 

 
In terms of Vin Closed-Loop and with no load we get 

Vout =(Rf +Re
Beta2+1
Beta2 ) Vt

Re
W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1

Simplifying and neglecting the Beta2·Is1 term and with B2 large gives

Vout ≃ ( RfRe +1⋅
Beta2+1
Beta2 )Vt⋅W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
With Beta2 large the Ic1 component through Ie is negligible, then

Vout ≃ ( RfRe
+1)Vt⋅W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
The incremental gain dVout/dVin is found by differentiation of the W-function (PAK114) gives

∂Vout
∂Vin

≃( RfRe +1) W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
1+W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
 

The ratio W[…]/(1+W[…]) reaches 91% of the ultimate Closed-Loop gain of (Rf+Re)/Re when 
Vin (the dc bias) is 60mV more than VkCL . 

 
Notice this is the same ultimate voltage gain for a non-inverting Voltage Feedback amplifier 
when the feedback loop gain becomes very large.
 
The ratio 1/(1+W[…]) represents the feedback loop “depth” or the feedback loop gain in dB is 
20·Log(1+W[…]). so for say 40dB feedback depth W[…]≈100 which occurs Vin (the dc bias) is 
2x60mV higher than VkCL , or in terms of Ic2≈100·Vt/Re which gives Vre=Ic2·Re≈100·Vt and 
100·Vt is 2.6 volts at 300K or 27C. If we chose Re of say 100 ohms then Ic2 would be 2.6/100 
amps or 26mA for 40dB of feedback loop gain. 
 
Compare this to the Re method where gm≈Vt/Ic or 26mA/V per mA, giving a gm of 625mA/V 
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at 26mA. The degenerated gm with 100 ohms is 10mA/V so the internal gm is about 62 times 
higher with about 36dB of loop gain which is close to the 40dB above.
 
What advantage does the W-solution offer compared to the commonly used small signal  
1/rE = gm≈Vt/Ic or 26 Ω·mA method? [ref: Blundell A J, 'New approach to transistor circuit 
analysis', WW June 1971 p287-292, Pt 2 July 1971 https://www.americanradiohistory.com/Archive-

Wireless-World/70s/Wireless-World-1971-06.pdf  p73 of PDF→ ] 
 
In a practical single ended amplifier will be a DC bias plus an AC component. The rE  method 
requires the DC operating point, then find all the small signal gm's and solve the linearised 
equations [ref Jarmo Lähdevaara http://www.guitarscience.net/papers/feedback.pdf]

 
First, using the W approach we get a large signal solution for IC2 for Closed-Loop feedback and 
this gives a large signal equation for Vout in terms of the large signal Vin. Once IC2 is known 
all the other voltages and current s can be found by back substitution. Also the incremental 
gain at the DC bias point can be known in terms of all the circuit components. In small signal 
analysis you cannot calculate the DC bias point directly – you have to use approximations, or a 
graphical method, or use a simulator, or better from a bench test. 

Also the 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion can be calculated in terms of all the circuit components 
and in terms of the DC bias point – all are variables in the HD2 and HD3 equations so the 
designer has full information about the circuit currents, voltages, gains and low order distortion 
components including the thermal effects. PAK117 covers HD2 and HD3 calculation for the CE 
amplifier with shunt feedback and emitter degeneration.

More sophisticated secondary effects can be added including hitting Vce saturation limits 
(PAK208), Beta variation with current (PAK208) and the Early effect (PAK209).

High frequency effects cannot be analysed (yet) using W-solutions – HF effects still requires 
transient simulations using a simulator. Stability analysis using W-analysis offers advantages 
over the conventional approach[Ulsoy 2009 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5689/dc4c419177a36f2ab1b3726dc6a672b87448.pdf]
 
Summary: Using the W approach we can have full understanding of how the circuit operates in 
Open-Loop and Closed-Loop for low frequency signals. With large signal equations we can find 
the DC operating point and using partial differentiation for maxima/minima's we can optimise 
almost anything, including nulling temperature effects, minimising nonlinearity and minimising 
H2 and H3 distortion components. Small-signal analysis approach can be greatly enhanced by 
having the DC operating point and partial derivatives available for AC analysis.

 
 

NEW PAK304–CFA analysis as a unity gain buffer with a mirror
The following derivation is from the Exar KH560 datasheet. I have added several intermediate 
steps. 

Figure 304c shows the circuit (Fig.4) from the KH560 datasheet. No load current feedback 
through Rf. The error current 'Ierr' generates this current. 

The error current Ierr is solved by the circuit equations in terms of Vin and Rg, then finally, we 
can eliminate Ierr from the output loop equation giving Vout/Vin without the Ierr term. 
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Figure 304c. No load current feedback through Rf. Ierr generates this current.
Equations for Ierr and Vout can be derived from this circuit. 

[Ref: Exar KH560 datasheet Fig.4]

The KH560 is not a standard CFA. It does not have a diamond output buffer, instead the mirror 
provides the current gain, in this case a gain of 10±1. But as stated in the datasheet it is still 
uses current feedback [Ref: Exar KH560 datasheet Jan 2004,updated Dec 2013]. Quote:

“It [KH560] differs [from a classical opamp] in several key areas. Principally, the error 
signal is a current into the inverting input (current feedback) and the forward gain 
from this current to the output is relatively low, but very well controlled, current gain. The 
KH560 has been intentionally designed to have a low internal gain and a current mode 
output in order that an equivalent output impedance can be achieved without the series 
matching resistor more commonly required of low output impedance op amps.”[em. added IH]

Now the derivation

Deriving Ierr and Vout from this circuit. Assume the noninverting input voltage (V+) is positive 
going then 

V O = V –
+G ·i err ·Rf (1)

Solving for V– from the differential input voltage which is forced across Ri (actually should be 
written as ri the small signal incremental internal resistance):

V +
− V –

= ierr · Ri  => V –
= V +

− ierr · Ri (2)

Also I Rg = ierr+I Rf = ierr+G ·i err = (G+1)i err (3)

noting V –
= V Rg= I Rg ·Rg then V –

= (G+1)· ierr · Rg (4)

Equating (2) and (4) gives

V –
= V +

− ierr · Ri = (G+1) ·i err · Rg (5)

Solving for ierr 

ierr =
V +

(G+1) · Rg+Ri
(6)

Substitute in (2) gives

V –
= V +

−
V + · Ri

(G+1) · Rg+Ri
(7)

Substitute V– from (7) and  ierr from (6) into (1) gives

V O = V +
−

V + ·Ri
(G+1) · Rg+Ri

+G ·
V +

(G+1) · Rg+Ri
· Rf and collect terms

V O = V +(1+
G·Rf −Ri

(G+1) · Rg+Ri) => 
V O

V + = 1+
G· Rf −Ri

(G+1)· Rg+Ri
(8)
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This can be formulated in terms of the feedback resistor ratio Rf/Rg 

V O

V +
= 1+

Rf
Rg [ G−

Ri
Rf

(G+1)+
Ri
Rg

] (9)

When Rf>>Ri and Rg>>Ri then 

AV =
V O

V + ≈ 1+
Rf
Rg [ G

(G+1) ] (10)

In the KH560 datasheet gives G=10±1 so we can write AV =
V O

V + = 1+
Rf
Rg [ 10±1

(11±1) ] and 

11/12=0.917,  9/10=0.90,  10/11=0.91 so 

AV =
V O

V + = 1+
Rf
Rg

[0.91±0.01 ] (11)

Now for a CFA there is a high current gain buffer on the output with a current gain of the order 
of 10,000. 

For a CFA we can write (10) as 

CFA AV =
V O

V + ≈ 1+
Rf
Rg [ 10,000

(10,001) ]
so CFA AV =

V O

V + = 1+
Rf
Rg

[1±0.0001 ]  (12)

 

Discussion: 
Using the same circuit and definitions and analysis I find that no fed back current through Rf 
enters into the inverting input. Instead all the current fed back via Rf goes to common, it adds 
to the inverting input's current coming out of the inverting input. This contradicts the 
explanation that “the error signal is a current into the inverting input” 

Is this a once off definition? No, it is the standard explanation for how current feedback takes 
place in a CFA. The same explanation is given in other CFA datasheets and CFA application 
notes since the CFA first appeared, eg, AN597 dated 1989. 

Therefore I find using two different approaches that the standard explanation for how current 
feedback takes place in a CFA must be wrong. 

What then? It is possible to rearrange equation (2)

V +
− V –

= ierr · Ri giving  V +
− V –

= ierr ·
1
Gm

(13)

then solve for Ierr gives 

ierr =Gm(V +
− V –) (14)

which is a transconductance at work in the input stage. 

The datasheet circuit (Fig.4) with a unity gain voltage buffer feeding Ri (it should be written as 
a small signal term “ri”) is the same thing as a transconductance gm=1/ri as the dual for the 
Norton to Thévenin conversion. The native form for the KH560 diamond input stage is a 
transconductance since transistors are voltage-controlled current sources.

In the circuit above (Exar's Fig.4) using a unity gain voltage buffer feeding Ri is an unfortunate 
choice to represent the input stage because it does not make it obvious to first-timer's that the 
input stage is a voltage differencing transconductance input stage. 

BTW the current that flows through Rf in the VFA voltage feedback opamp is not called “current 
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feedback” and the same must apply to the CFA neither can the current fed back via Rf be 
called “current feedback amplifier”.

Actually, we can find some series current fed back in the input stage via Rg the resistor to 
ground. Then the current that comes from the output via the feedback resistor Rf boosts the 
current flowing out of the inverting input which multiplies the effective series degeneration by 
Rg. Some look at this as a sort of 'bootstrapping' effect. It is a property common to CFA and 
two (or more) stage negative feedback arrangements. 

An interesting thing happen if we remove Rg leaving just Rf. With no Rg the input stage 
current must flow backwards through Rf and then to ground via the push-pull output stage, or 
via Rload (not present in Fig.4 to simplify analysis). This situation is used with CFA's for unity 
gain followers. It is the normal mode for the unity gain CFP. The backwards current from the 
input transistor emitter through to the output can be called “current feedforward”, but the 
overall result is 100% voltage feedback giving a voltage follower. 

Conclusion: 

Using the same circuit and definitions and analysis as the Exar KH560 datasheet I find that 
current feedback does not take place via the feedback resistor Rf. Further, the same Exar 
KH560 datasheet definitions and analysis can be used to explain the CFA's underlying mode of 
operation using transconductance of the input buffer, which is responsible for generating the 
error current due to the voltage difference between the two inputs. 

Therefore the use of the name CFA (Current Feedback Amplifier) is shown from first principles 
of circuit operation to be wrong and therefore misleading. It is shown that CFA's do in fact 
uses voltage feedback just same as the standard VFA topology. Standing back, at the macro 
level, the only significant difference between the CFA and buffered VAF (Quad-core or COD-
VFA) is the truncation of the inverting input transistor or buffer. Obviously more current must 
flow via the inverting input pin than an ordinary VFA, but it only a difference of magnitude – 
as the analysis above shows – voltage feedback (VF) still takes place without the buffer on the 
inverting input. 

The CFA is in fact a truncated VFA that still works in the same way as a VFA – by voltage 
feedback.

 

Various References: (mostly the links above, but some with comments)

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current-feedback_operational_amplifier   
NB https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3ACurrent-feedback_operational_amplifier 
“The article needs a complete re-write, it is essentially, nonsense ” Notably, the CFA is not 
sensitive to current unlike the LM3900 Norton opamp which is sensitive to current by using 
a current mirror at the input and not in CFA's. 

• Comlinear CFA patent https://patents.google.com/patent/US4502020 granted 26 Feb 1985 (priority 
1983) David A. Nelson, Kenneth R. Saller.  Claim 1 “We claim: 1. A wide-band, variable 
gain, differential input, DC-coupled amplifier employing current feedback…”  Abstract: 
“A wide-band direct-coupled transistor amplifier exhibits greatly improved settling time 
characteristics as the result of circuitry permitting the use of current feedback rather 
than voltage feedback …”

• Ref's on naming: CFA, CFB opamp, CFOA etc

• https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_the_difference_between_CFA_and_CFOA   

• https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3615670_A_review_of_dual_current-feedback_amplifier_techniques   F.J. 
Lidgey, IEEE 1994, proposes the “dual CFA” for VFA properties. 

• http://www.intusoft.com/lit/GFTManual.pdf     R.D.Middlebrook Fig 2 'a typical 2-stage voltage-to-
voltage feedback amplifier' which is the CFP, which is a CFA [see AN597 Fig.2] Fig. 3. The 
block diagram of Fig. 1 augmented by a block that represents direct forward transmission.'
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• https://www.diyaudio.com/forums/attachments/solid-state/632793d1504116279-current-feedback-amplifiers-  
semantic-fb-jpg Ketje posted this showing voltage is the error term in a CFP (=CFA).

•  http://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/design-handbooks/Op-Amp-Applications/Section1.pdf   
Walt Jung p126 Fig.1-16 shows an early tube amplifier using cathode resistor feedback, in 
modern speak this would be called a CFA.

• Christian Henn, Burr-Brown, May 1993, “New Ultra High-Speed Circuit Techniques with 
Analog ICs", http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sboa047/sboa047.pdf This is a foundational document because 
Henn states clearly that the H-bridge input stage or the buffered CFA is a VFA, that's as far 
back as 1993, just a few years after the CFA was popularised, yet even 2019 many are not 
aware that the question was settled nearly 30 years ago.

• http://www.kelm.ftn.uns.ac.rs/literatura/mpi/pdf/Op%20Amp%20Applications%20Handbook.pdf    (C) Analog 
Devices, Editor Wal Jung 2005, Elsevier/Newness, 17 MB p40-45 The CFA speed is only 
due to the advent of the fast complementary process. p104 Fig.1-104 Class-AB 
differential “Diamond” input stage [look Ma, no tail current diff. input stage!] "ADI has 
patented a circuit core that supplies current-on-demand to charge and discharge the 
dominant pole capacitor while allowing the quiescent current to be small." E.g. a fast VFB 
using high speed complementary push-pull circuit, see Fig.1-105, the AD8074 (or AD8075 
x3), each 8mA at idle, 600MHz, 1600V/us [look Ma, a VFA just as good as a CFA!].

• http://www.kevinaylward.co.uk/ee/currentfeedbackmyth/currentfeedbackmyth.xht    “This paper illustrates 
the reason why typical current feedback amps appear to be superior to voltage feedback 
amps, and in consequence, how suitable designed voltage feedback amplifiers can be 
constructed that are essentially as fast as current feedback amplifiers. In fact, what may be 
said to be quite surprising is, that despite manufactures application notes that indicate that 
current feedback is 'superior', the manufactures themselves often manufacture equivalent 
speed voltage feedback amplifies, using the techniques described here!” How bizarre!

• https://www.edn.com/design/analog/4461648/4/Unique-compensation-technique-tames-high-bandwidth-voltage-  
feedback-opamps  Mike Steffes updated 1997 article, with Update on use in OPA847, PDF here 
https://www.edn.com/Pdf/ViewPdf?contentItemId=4461648 This compensation is for decompensated 
VFA opamps giving near CFA speeds & CFA like constant BW.

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n03...zjYJWwLNU/view   E. M. Cherry, IEE Proc. Circuits Devices 
Systems, Vol 147, No 6, December 2000, "Feedback amplifier configurations" Quote: 
"Stripped of its input level shifters and complementary first stage, and with the current 
mirrors and voltage followers replaced by the simplest inverting amplifier (a single 
common-emitter transistor), the current feedback amplifier reduces to [Fig  6]. A 
generation ago this circuit was    called a voltage-feedback pair. It differs from [Fig 2a] only 
in that the current flowing into the left-hand side of the feedback network is the input 
current multiplied by the gain of the first transistor, as distinct from the input current itself. 
The feedback connection is voltage-sensing at the output and voltage–subtracting at the 
input, the circuit is an ordinary voltage feedback amplifier. The term ‘current-feedback 
amplifier’ seems a complete misnomer".

• "JL" Jarmo Lähdevaara, "The Science of Electric Guitars and Guitar Electronics", 2014, free 
http://www.guitarscience.net/papers/guibook.pdf . (Paperback ISBN: 9789522864208 and e-book 
ISBN: 9789522860835 http://www.guitarscience.net/papers/feedback.pdf) pp628. Ch 6 BJT effects 
analysis. E.g., p315 “Figure 6.15: A voltage amplifier with series feedback,” and p316 
“Figure 6.16: A direct-coupled pair amplifier with voltage-series feedback.” This is 
CFA/CFB style what Cherry calls “an ordinary voltage feedback amplifier” and 
Middlebrook “a typical 2-stage voltage-to-voltage feedback amplifier”. Jarmo provides DC 
matrix analysis with Cramer's rule, and small signal ac analysis; ends p323 with “Figure 
6.23: The feedback impedance split according to the Miller theorem”. Very useful analysis! 
Ch 7 tubes, Ch 8 speaker model. Excellent work!

Reference: Some History of Comlinear's CFA 
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• diyAudio.com/   Solid-state/Current-feedback-amplifiers-semantics Post#1214 5 December 
2018 NRMarsh (Richard Marsh) said David Nelson (Comlinear) phoned Ed Dell (Editor Audio 
Amateur) asking for Richard's phone number to discuss his circuits [Figs.5,12] published in 
Audio Amateur March 1980 [link] to get patents for Comlinear, the first was US 4,502,020 
granted 26 Feb 1985 (link above). He called his circuit a “compound complementary 
amplifier” which we now usually call a “Complementary Feedback Pair” (CFP) and we would 
call his circuits a fully-symmetrical CFP amplifier since it uses two compound pairs (or two 
CFP's), and Comlinear started the trend of calling this a Current Feedback Amplifier (CFA) 
or a Current Feedback Operational Amplifier (CFOA). 
Comlinear's variations to Marsh's circuit are a unity gain current mirror for higher speed 
and adding a high current gain voltage follower to make up for the unity current-gain 
mirror. Richard says in his diyAudio post that these changes by Comlinear are not 
prerequisites to what we call a CFA (or Current Mode Amplifier or CMA as he prefers to call 
these things now), Richard insists his earlier circuits are still fully entitled to be called a CFA 
same as the Comlinear implementation. Note the CLC560 (Exar KH560) does not have the 
usual current output buffer, instead it has a x10 current mirror, and it is still called a 
Current Feedback Amplifier. 

Re: CFA vs VFA for audio: 
BTW I came to the same conclusion as Bob Cordell [ref Book 2nd Ed] by A/B comparing a Rush 
based CFA input stage with the enhanced VFA (the CFA input stage plus the buffer for the 
inverting input 'H-bridge') [ref post 38 diyAudio 2017]. The use of Rush pairs overcomes the 
CFA's larger voltage offset which would otherwise arise from slight differences in PNP and NPN 
pairs as used in the complementary diamond input stage. However, using Rush pairs 
throughout effectively doubles the number of transistors used in the input stage and 
associated mirrors (see PAK 221). But still, the CFA format gives slightly less loop gain than 
the VFA, and therefore you find slightly higher THD than the VFA given the same output stage. 
 

Corollary:
How do we explain the CFA inverting input current flow to a non-academic?

Can the understanding of what happens in a Voltage Feedback Opamp feedback path explain 
the CFA mode of feedback as well? 

This question arises from the present understanding (or misunderstanding) of how the 
feedback in a CFA operates. There is a prevalent belief by academics and non-academics that 
the feedback mode in a CFA is fundamentally different feedback type to a VFA because 
the inverting input is low impedance unlike the VFA (which has a a high impedance at the 
inverting input) and this notion has led many to believe the inverting input is sensitive to 
current rather than voltage (like a VFA).

Figure 304-C1 shows current flow for an ideal opamp through feedback resistors RF and RIN. 
Current flows out of the output terminal of the opamp and with no load all this current flows 
through RF.. Then for an ideal VFA opamp no current flows into (or out of) the inverting input 
pin. So 100% of the feedback current flows to ground via RIN. For an ideal opamp the gain is 
increased to infinity which means in the limit that VIN on the non-inverting input is forced onto 
the inverting input by the feedback current through RIN via RF. With negligible voltage 
difference between the inverting and non-inverting inputs we can write the equation VOUT as 
shown, because for RIN Ohm's law  I = VIN/RIN , then substitute  I·RF = VIN/RIN·RF. The VFA.
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Figure 304-C1. Current flow for an ideal opamp through feedback resistors RF and RIN

Source: https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/understanding-the-virtual-short-in-
op-amp-circuits/ 

Thus far the opamp is assumed to be ideal with negligible voltage difference between the 
inverting and non-inverting inputs (a.k.a. infinite voltage gain) and negligible current  into (or 
out of) the inverting input. But for the sake of the CFA which has  current  into (or out of) the 
inverting input (on account of removing the voltage buffer transistor for the inverting input) 
let's consider a real VFA where there is actually some small (usually neglected) current into (or 
out of) the inverting input. 

Let's call this current IIN– . We can include this current in the above equations for the VFA by 
noting that in a bipolar opamp the input current is 1/BetaTOT times the output current, or “I” in 
the above circuit with no load. 

But which way do we show IIN–  on our circuit? If you think about it, the current is flowing out 
of the output terminal so the inverting input current  flows out of the inverting input pin 
because this input is inverting. So now we can update out circuit as shown in  Figure -C2

IIN– 
I
OUT

 

Figure 304-C2. Adding inverting input current flow IIN– for a real VFA opamp. It flows 
out of the (-) input, opposite to IOUT. It adds to feedback current “I” via RF 

Now we can update the equations to account for a finite current flowing via the inverting input. 

V OUT = V IN + I OUT⋅RF  and 
V IN

RIN

= IOUT + I IN-

also the inverting input current IIN– is 1/BetaTOT times the output current so

V IN

RIN

= IOUT +
I OUT

βTOT
= IOUT (1+

1
βTOT )= IOUT (βTOT+1

βTOT )
Solving for IOUT gives IOUT =

V IN

RIN (
βTOT

βTOT+1)
Now use this as before in V OUT = V IN + I OUT⋅RF gives

V OUT = V IN +
V IN

RIN (
βTOT

βTOT+1)⋅RF  => V OUT = V IN (1+
RF

RIN
( βTOT

βTOT+1)) for a VFA.
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Again this is true for the VFA opamp. Typically, a bipolar VFA opamp will have at least 4 Beta's 
of 100 or so giving BetaTOT of the order of 10^8 which makes the gain term factor 
BetaTOT / (BetaTOT+1) very close to unity to within 10^-8 or 10 ppb, which is sufficiently small to 
be considered negligible.

Now consider the CFA noting it has the inverting input voltage buffer transistor(s) removed. 
The net BetaTOT for a typical CFA with a Diamond output buffer now has only 2 Beta's of 
typically 100 each so BetaTOT is of the order of 10^4 for the typical CFA. 

Assuming the same understanding of the VFA above can be applied to the CFA then we can 
write the same feedback equation for the CFA, which again is:

V OUT = V IN (1+
RF

RIN
( βTOT

βTOT+1)) for a CFA.

On the macro level (black-box approach) there seems to be no reason to not use the above 
equation for the CFA. Can anyone give a valid reason why the CFA should not behave in the 
same way at this macro black-box level? 

If the above reasoning is true then we have here a sufficient explanation for the CFA operation 
without resorting to topological internal structure differences to a VFA apart from the obvious 
difference of input current to outThe Current Feedback Amplifier (CFA) was popularised by 
Comlinear for use as an Opamp [Wikipedia, "CFA" patent]. It was originally introduced as a 
fully-complementary hybrid opamp  CLC103 since the IC process did not allow PNP's with 
similar speed (FT) to NPN's. Several years after Comlinear introduced it's hybrid CFA the fully-
complementary IC process became available offering IC opamps with a bandwidth an order of 
magnitude higher than the fastest all NPN IC opamps of the time. Comlinear promoted the CFA 
as a superior topology to VFA's. 

A few years later the standard VFA was improved dramatically by using the same fully-
complementary IC process as the CFA, achieving similar high bandwidths to CFA's, by an 
enhanced VFA topology called the “Buffered CFA” or the “Quad-core COD-VFA” ('COD' meaning 
Current On Demand [ref Jung Fig.1-104]) or the “H-bridge” input stage (Yes, we have 4 names 
for one idea!). The Burr-Brown OPA660 Application Note [sboa47] on p8 states that the 
buffering of the CFA makes it a VFA and the bandwidth of the VFA is about 30% less than the 
CFA due to the lag in the additional buffer stage. This quantifies the inherent difference 
between the two topologies – it is only a 30% difference in bandwidth –much closer than the 
original impression from Comlinear's original order of magnitude higher bandwidth for the first 
CFA's.

We know now that this difference was due to Comlinear being the first to adopt the fully-
complementary IC process for their CFA's – it was not due to a superior topology of the CFA. In 
fact, the H-Bridge VFA (Buffered-CFA) offers better characteristics for general Opamp's than 
the CFA because of balanced input's and the CFA is limited to a few specific non-inverting 
applications and photo-diode transresistance amps where precision differential are not 
required. The other improvement in VFA's is the availability of decompensated VFA's which 
allows near CFA bandwidth for the similar current demand and a similar IC process [ref Steffes 
1997/2019]. 

One of the reasons that the CFA has been promoted as a superior topology to the VFA has 
been the lack of in depth analysis to show the basis for the the claimed superiority. It's name 
“Current Feedback Amplifier” suggests that there is some fundamentally different mode of 
operation that differs from standard opamp's which are known as voltage feedback amplifier's 
(VFA). 

There has been a lack of in depth analysis to show (at least to me) the basis for the claimed 
superiority of the CFA. As functional blocks it has been modelled as an OTA with a voltage 
follower [refs Lidgey], or as a unity gain buffer with a current mirror and a voltage follower 
[refs Franco pt2], or as a common emitter degenerated input stage and a second current 
amplifier like a CFP (Current Feedback Pair) a.k.a Sziklai pair [ref Middlebrook, Cherry]. 
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My analysis below uses the CFP explanation of the CFA for analysis using the W-function for 
large-signal, and second I use the 're' (small-signal) approach giving the same result. 

The CFA is simplified to a CFP which can be analysed to find the CFA's underlying mode of 
operation and how it differs from standard opamp's. Simplifying the diamond CFA to a single 
ended CFP is universally recognised in the literature as a valid step for analysis.

 

PAK304– CFA push-pull analysis as a CFP
NEW 

Q1

Re

Vcc

Q2

Vin

Ve

Ic2
Rf

Vout

RL

 

Q1

Re

Vcc

Q2

Vin

Ve

Ic2
Rf

Vout

PAK304a. [L] Complementary Feedback Pair (CFP) open-loop, and 
PAK304b.  [R] closed loop with Rf.

 
Q1 represents the CFA Diamond input stage. 
Q2 represents the CFA mirror and unity gain buffer, equivalent current gain Beta2≈10,000. 
Vin drives Q1 with Re degeneration. 
Q2 drives the output (RL) plus Rf and Re. 
 
1. Open-Loop 
Assume Rf feedback is disconnected and current flows to ground via RL.
PAK 103 solves the Common Emitter amplifier with emitter degeneration Re. 

 The Shockley equation gives the collector current as 

I c = Is[e(
Vbe
Vt )

−1] => I c = Is[e(
Vin− I

e
⋅R e

Vt )
−1]

The solution for Q1 is 

 Ic1OL =
Vt
Req

W [e(
Vin−Vk

Vt )] −Is1  where 

 Vk = Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is1⋅Req) − Is1⋅Req  and Req=Re⋅(1+Beta1

Beta1 )
where W[…] is the W-function (a.k.a. Lambert's W-function), Vk is the knee voltage of about 
0.6 volts where the transistor current reaches a typical current the mA range. Req is the 
emitter resistance referred to the collector side since the Schottky equation defines Ic and we 
want to solve for Ic and not Ie. 
 
Now we know Ic1 in terms of Vin we can calculate Ic2 using Ic2 = Beta2⋅Ic1 . 
So Open-Loop solution for Ic2 (output current) is 

Ic2 = Beta2
Vt
Req

W [e(
Vin−Vk

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1

The Open-Loop output voltage using Ohm's Law is Vout = Ic2·RL 
 
2. Closed-Loop 
The Rf feedback is connected and lets assume no current flows to ground via RL.
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The solution for Q1 is now different to the Open-Loop equation because Ic2 now flows through 
Rf. We can subtract an extra voltage Ic2·Rs from Vin by using Superposition 

  Ic1 =
Vt
Re

W [e(
Vin− Ic2⋅Re−Vk 1

Vt )] −Is1  where Vk, Req are still the same as before. 

Applying the W inverse to our new Ic1 equation gives 

Ic1CL =
Vt

ReqCL
W [e

Vin−VkCL

Vt ] −Is1  where 

Req
CL

=Re⋅(Beta2+1)  and VkCL=Vt⋅ln( Vt
Is1⋅ReqCL) −Is1⋅ReqCL

Notice the Req value is multiplied by Beta2, effectively Beta2 times more degeneration for a 
given resistance. Also the Vk knee voltage is reduced, effectively Q1 turns on 60mV/decade of 
Beta2 earlier (eg 120mV for a Beta of 100). 

 
Using Ic1CL we calculate Ic2 using Ic2 = Beta2⋅Ic1 . 
So the Closed-Loop solution for Ic2 (output current) is 

Ic2CL = Beta2
Vt

ReqCL

W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1  where VkCL and ReqCL are given above. 

The Beta2 term almost cancels with the Req term giving 

Ic2CL =
Vt
Re

W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1

The Closed-Loop output voltage using Superposition is

Vout = Ic2(Rf +R e
Beta2+1
Beta2 )

where B2/(B2+1) is from some Ic1 flowing through Re as Ie1. 

 
In terms of Vin Closed-Loop and with no load we get 

Vout =(Rf +Re
Beta2+1
Beta2 ) Vt

Re
W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )] −Beta2⋅Is1

Simplifying and neglecting the Beta2·Is1 term and with B2 large gives

Vout ≃ ( RfRe +1⋅
Beta2+1
Beta2 )Vt⋅W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
With Beta2 large the Ic1 component through Ie is negligible, then

Vout ≃ ( RfRe +1)Vt⋅W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
The incremental gain dVout/dVin is found by differentiation of the W-function (PAK114) gives

∂Vout
∂Vin

≃( RfRe +1) W [e(
Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
1+W [e(

Vin−VkCL

Vt )]
 

The ratio W[…]/(1+W[…]) reaches 91% of the ultimate Closed-Loop gain of (Rf+Re)/Re when 
Vin (the dc bias) is 60mV more than VkCL . 

 
Notice this is the same ultimate voltage gain for a non-inverting Voltage Feedback amplifier 
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when the feedback loop gain becomes very large.
 
The ratio 1/(1+W[…]) represents the feedback loop “depth” or the feedback loop gain in dB is 
20·Log(1+W[…]). so for say 40dB feedback depth W[…]≈100 which occurs Vin (the dc bias) is 
2x60mV higher than VkCL , or in terms of Ic2≈100·Vt/Re which gives Vre=Ic2·Re≈100·Vt and 
100·Vt is 2.6 volts at 300K or 27C. If we chose Re of say 100 ohms then Ic2 would be 2.6/100 
amps or 26mA for 40dB of feedback loop gain. 
 
Compare this to the Re method where gm≈Vt/Ic or 26mA/V per mA, giving a gm of 625mA/V 
at 26mA. The degenerated gm with 100 ohms is 10mA/V so the internal gm is about 62 times 
higher with about 36dB of loop gain which is close to the 40dB above.
 
What advantage does the W-solution offer compared to the commonly used small signal  
1/rE = gm≈Vt/Ic or 26 Ω·mA method? [ref: Blundell A J, 'New approach to transistor circuit 
analysis', WW June 1971 p287-292, Pt 2 July 1971 https://www.americanradiohistory.com/Archive-

Wireless-World/70s/Wireless-World-1971-06.pdf  p73 of PDF→ ] 
 
In a practical single ended amplifier will be a DC bias plus an AC component. The rE  method 
requires the DC operating point, then find all the small signal gm's and solve the linearised 
equations [ref Jarmo Lähdevaara http://www.guitarscience.net/papers/feedback.pdf]

 
First, using the W approach we get a large signal solution for IC2 for Closed-Loop feedback and 
this gives a large signal equation for Vout in terms of the large signal Vin. Once IC2 is known 
all the other voltages and current s can be found by back substitution. Also the incremental 
gain at the DC bias point can be known in terms of all the circuit components. In small signal 
analysis you cannot calculate the DC bias point directly – you have to use approximations, or a 
graphical method, or use a simulator, or better from a bench test. 

Also the 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion can be calculated in terms of all the circuit components 
and in terms of the DC bias point – all are variables in the HD2 and HD3 equations so the 
designer has full information about the circuit currents, voltages, gains and low order distortion 
components including the thermal effects. PAK117 covers HD2 and HD3 calculation for the CE 
amplifier with shunt feedback and emitter degeneration.

More sophisticated secondary effects can be added including hitting Vce saturation limits 
(PAK208), Beta variation with current (PAK208) and the Early effect (PAK209).

High frequency effects cannot be analysed (yet) using W-solutions – HF effects still requires 
transient simulations using a simulator. Stability analysis using W-analysis offers advantages 
over the conventional approach[Ulsoy 2009 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5689/dc4c419177a36f2ab1b3726dc6a672b87448.pdf]
 
Summary: Using the W approach we can have full understanding of how the circuit operates in 
Open-Loop and Closed-Loop for low frequency signals. With large signal equations we can find 
the DC operating point and using partial differentiation for maxima/minima's we can optimise 
almost anything, including nulling temperature effects, minimising nonlinearity and minimising 
H2 and H3 distortion components. Small-signal analysis approach can be greatly enhanced by 
having the DC operating point and partial derivatives available for AC analysis.

 
 

NEW PAK304–CFA analysis as a unity gain buffer with a mirror
The following derivation is from the Exar KH560 datasheet. I have added several intermediate 
steps. 
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Figure 304c shows the circuit (Fig.4) from the KH560 datasheet. No load current feedback 
through Rf. The error current 'Ierr' generates this current. 

The error current Ierr is solved by the circuit equations in terms of Vin and Rg, then finally, we 
can eliminate Ierr from the output loop equation giving Vout/Vin without the Ierr term. 

Figure 304c. No load current feedback through Rf. Ierr generates this current.
Equations for Ierr and Vout can be derived from this circuit. 

[Ref: Exar KH560 datasheet Fig.4]

The KH560 is not a standard CFA. It does not have a diamond output buffer, instead the mirror 
provides the current gain, in this case a gain of 10±1. But as stated in the datasheet it is still 
uses current feedback [Ref: Exar KH560 datasheet Jan 2004,updated Dec 2013]. Quote:

“It [KH560] differs [from a classical opamp] in several key areas. Principally, the error 
signal is a current into the inverting input (current feedback) and the forward gain 
from this current to the output is relatively low, but very well controlled, current gain. The 
KH560 has been intentionally designed to have a low internal gain and a current mode 
output in order that an equivalent output impedance can be achieved without the series 
matching resistor more commonly required of low output impedance op amps.”[em. added IH]

Now the derivation

Deriving Ierr and Vout from this circuit. Assume the noninverting input voltage (V+) is positive 
going then 

V O = V –
+G ·i err ·Rf (1)

Solving for V– from the differential input voltage which is forced across Ri (actually should be 
written as ri the small signal incremental internal resistance):

V +
− V –

= ierr · Ri  => V –
= V +

− ierr · Ri (2)

Also I Rg = ierr+I Rf = ierr+G ·i err = (G+1)i err (3)

noting V –
= V Rg= I Rg ·Rg then V –

= (G+1)· ierr · Rg (4)

Equating (2) and (4) gives

V –
= V +

− ierr · Ri = (G+1) ·i err · Rg (5)

Solving for ierr 

ierr =
V +

(G+1) · Rg+Ri
(6)

Substitute in (2) gives

V –
= V +

−
V + · Ri

(G+1) · Rg+Ri
(7)

Substitute V– from (7) and  ierr from (6) into (1) gives
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V O = V +
−

V + ·Ri
(G+1) · Rg+Ri

+G ·
V +

(G+1) · Rg+Ri
· Rf and collect terms

V O = V +(1+
G·Rf −Ri

(G+1) · Rg+Ri) => 
V O

V + = 1+
G· Rf −Ri

(G+1)· Rg+Ri
(8)

This can be formulated in terms of the feedback resistor ratio Rf/Rg 

V O

V +
= 1+

Rf
Rg [ G−

Ri
Rf

(G+1)+
Ri
Rg

] (9)

When Rf>>Ri and Rg>>Ri then 

AV =
V O

V + ≈ 1+
Rf
Rg [ G

(G+1) ] (10)

In the KH560 datasheet gives G=10±1 so we can write AV =
V O

V + = 1+
Rf
Rg [ 10±1

(11±1) ] and 

11/12=0.917,  9/10=0.90,  10/11=0.91 so 

AV =
V O

V + = 1+
Rf
Rg

[0.91±0.01 ] (11)

Now for a CFA there is a high current gain buffer on the output with a current gain of the order 
of 10,000. 

For a CFA we can write (10) as 

CFA AV =
V O

V + ≈ 1+
Rf
Rg [ 10,000

(10,001) ]
so CFA AV =

V O

V + = 1+
Rf
Rg

[1±0.0001 ]  (12)

 

Discussion: 
Using the same circuit and definitions and analysis I find no fed back current through Rf enters 
into the inverting input. Instead all the current fed back via Rf goes to common, it adds to the 
inverting input's current coming out of the inverting input. This contradicts the explanation that 
“the error signal is a current into the inverting input”  

Is this a once off definition? No, it is the standard explanation for how current feedback takes 
place in a CFA. The same explanation is given in other CFA datasheets and CFA application 
notes since the CFA first appeared, eg, AN597 dated 1989 (now snaa004.pdf). 

Therefore I find using two different approaches that the standard explanation for how current 
feedback takes place into the inverting input of a CFA must be wrong. 

What then? It is possible to rearrange equation (2)

V +
− V –

= ierr · Ri giving  V +
− V –

= ierr ·
1
Gm

(13)

then solve for Ierr gives 

ierr =Gm(V +− V –) (14)

which is a transconductance at work in the input stage. 

The datasheet circuit (Fig.4) with a unity gain voltage buffer feeding Ri (it should be written as 
a small signal term “ri”) is the same thing as a transconductance gm=1/ri as the dual for the 
Norton to Thévenin conversion. The native form for the KH560 diamond input stage is a 
transconductance since transistors are voltage-controlled current sources.
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In the circuit above (Exar's Fig.4) using a unity gain voltage buffer feeding Ri is an unfortunate 
choice to represent the input stage because it does not make it obvious to first-timer's that the 
input stage is a voltage differencing transconductance input stage. 

BTW the current that flows through Rf in the VFA voltage feedback opamp is not called “current 
feedback” and the same must apply to the CFA neither can the current fed back via Rf be 
called “current feedback amplifier”.

Actually, we can find some series current fed back in the input stage via Rg the resistor to 
ground. Then the current that comes from the output via the feedback resistor Rf boosts the 
current flowing out of the inverting input which multiplies the effective series degeneration by 
Rg. Some look at this as a sort of 'bootstrapping' effect, a property common to CFA and two 
(or more) stage negative feedback arrangements. 

An interesting thing happen if we remove Rg leaving just Rf. With no Rg the input stage 
current must flow backwards through Rf and then to ground via the push-pull output stage, or 
via Rload (not present in Fig.4 to simplify analysis). This situation is used with CFA's for unity 
gain followers. It is the normal mode for the unity gain CFP. The backwards current from the 
input transistor emitter through to the output can be called “current feedforward”, but the 
overall result is 100% voltage feedback giving a voltage follower. 

Conclusion: 

Using the same circuit and definitions and analysis as the Exar KH560 datasheet I find that 
current feedback does not take place via the feedback resistor Rf. Further, the same Exar 
KH560 datasheet definitions and analysis can be used to explain the CFA's underlying mode of 
operation using transconductance of the input buffer, which is responsible for generating the 
error current due to the voltage difference between the two inputs. 

Therefore the use of the name CFA (Current Feedback Amplifier) is shown from first principles 
of circuit operation to be wrong and therefore misleading. It is shown that CFA's do in fact 
uses voltage feedback just same as the standard VFA topology. Standing back, at the macro 
level, the only significant difference between the CFA and buffered VAF (Quad-core or COD-
VFA) is the truncation of the inverting input transistor or buffer. Obviously more current must 
flow via the inverting input pin than an ordinary VFA, but it only a difference of magnitude – 
as the analysis above shows – voltage feedback (VF) still takes place without the buffer on the 
inverting input. 

The CFA is in fact a truncated VFA that still works in the same way as a VFA – by voltage 
feedback.

 

Various References: (mostly the links above, but some with comments)

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current-feedback_operational_amplifier   
NB https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3ACurrent-feedback_operational_amplifier 
“The article needs a complete re-write, it is essentially, nonsense ” Notably, the CFA is not 
sensitive to current unlike the LM3900 Norton opamp which is sensitive to current by using 
a current mirror at the input and not in CFA's. 

• Comlinear CFA patent https://patents.google.com/patent/US4502020 granted 26 Feb 1985 (priority 
1983) David A. Nelson, Kenneth R. Saller.  Claim 1 “We claim: 1. A wide-band, variable 
gain, differential input, DC-coupled amplifier employing current feedback…”  Abstract: 
“A wide-band direct-coupled transistor amplifier exhibits greatly improved settling time 
characteristics as the result of circuitry permitting the use of current feedback rather 
than voltage feedback …”

• Ref's on naming: CFA, CFB opamp, CFOA etc
• https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_the_difference_between_CFA_and_CFOA   
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• https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3615670_A_review_of_dual_current-feedback_amplifier_techniques   F.J. 
Lidgey, IEEE 1994, proposes the “dual CFA” for VFA properties. 

• http://www.intusoft.com/lit/GFTManual.pdf     R.D.Middlebrook Fig 2 'a typical 2-stage voltage-to-
voltage feedback amplifier' which is the CFP, which is a CFA [see AN597 Fig.2] Fig. 3. The 
block diagram of Fig. 1 augmented by a block that represents direct forward transmission.'

• https://www.diyaudio.com/forums/attachments/solid-state/632793d1504116279-current-feedback-amplifiers-  
semantic-fb-jpg Ketje posted this showing voltage is the error term in a CFP (=CFA).

•  http://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/design-handbooks/Op-Amp-Applications/Section1.pdf   
Walt Jung p126 Fig.1-16 shows an early tube amplifier using cathode resistor feedback, in 
modern speak this would be called a CFA.

• Christian Henn, Burr-Brown, May 1993, “New Ultra High-Speed Circuit Techniques with 
Analog ICs", http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sboa047/sboa047.pdf This is a foundational document because 
Henn states clearly that the H-bridge input stage or the buffered CFA is a VFA, that's as far 
back as 1993, just a few years after the CFA was popularised, yet even 2019 many are not 
aware that the question was settled nearly 30 years ago.

• http://www.kelm.ftn.uns.ac.rs/literatura/mpi/pdf/Op%20Amp%20Applications%20Handbook.pdf    (C) Analog 
Devices, Editor Walt Jung 2005, Elsevier/Newness, 17 MB p40-45 The CFA speed is only 
due to the advent of the fast complementary process [N.B. Walt is one of the most 

respected authorities on this!]. p104 Fig.1-104 Class-AB differential “Diamond” input stage 
[look Ma, no tail current diff. input stage!] "ADI has patented a circuit core that supplies 
current-on-demand to charge and discharge the dominant pole capacitor while allowing the 
quiescent current to be small." E.g. a fast VFB using high speed complementary push-pull 
circuit, see Fig.1-105, the AD8074 (or AD8075 x3), each 8mA at idle, 600MHz, 1600V/us 
[look Ma, a VFA just as good as a CFA!].

• http://www.kevinaylward.co.uk/ee/currentfeedbackmyth/currentfeedbackmyth.xht    “This paper illustrates 
the reason why typical current feedback amps appear to be superior to voltage feedback 
amps, and in consequence, how suitable designed voltage feedback amplifiers can be 
constructed that are essentially as fast as current feedback amplifiers. In fact, what may be 
said to be quite surprising is, that despite manufactures application notes that indicate that 
current feedback is 'superior', the manufactures themselves often manufacture equivalent 
speed voltage feedback amplifies, using the techniques described here!” How bizarre!

• https://www.edn.com/design/analog/4461648/4/Unique-compensation-technique-tames-high-bandwidth-voltage-  
feedback-opamps  Mike Steffes updated 1997 article, with Update on use in OPA847, PDF here 
https://www.edn.com/Pdf/ViewPdf?contentItemId=4461648 This compensation is for decompensated 
VFA opamps giving near CFA speeds & CFA like constant BW.

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n03...zjYJWwLNU/view   E. M. Cherry, IEE Proc. Circuits Devices 
Systems, Vol 147, No 6, December 2000, "Feedback amplifier configurations" Quote: 
"Stripped of its input level shifters and complementary first stage, and with the current 
mirrors and voltage followers replaced by the simplest inverting amplifier (a single 
common-emitter transistor), the current feedback amplifier reduces to [Fig  6]. A 
generation ago this circuit was    called a voltage-feedback pair. It differs from [Fig 2a] only 
in that the current flowing into the left-hand side of the feedback network is the input 
current multiplied by the gain of the first transistor, as distinct from the input current itself. 
The feedback connection is voltage-sensing at the output and voltage–subtracting at the 
input, the circuit is an ordinary voltage feedback amplifier. The term ‘current-feedback 
amplifier’ seems a complete misnomer".

• "JL" Jarmo Lähdevaara, "The Science of Electric Guitars and Guitar Electronics", 2014, free 
http://www.guitarscience.net/papers/guibook.pdf . (Paperback ISBN: 9789522864208 and e-book 
ISBN: 9789522860835 http://www.guitarscience.net/papers/feedback.pdf) pp628. Ch 6 BJT effects 
analysis. E.g., p315 “Figure 6.15: A voltage amplifier with series feedback,” and p316 
“Figure 6.16: A direct-coupled pair amplifier with voltage-series feedback.” This is 
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CFA/CFB style what Cherry calls “an ordinary voltage feedback amplifier” and 
Middlebrook “a typical 2-stage voltage-to-voltage feedback amplifier”. Jarmo provides DC 
matrix analysis with Cramer's rule, and small signal ac analysis; ends p323 with “Figure 
6.23: The feedback impedance split according to the Miller theorem”. Very useful analysis! 
Ch 7 tubes, Ch 8 speaker model. Excellent work!

Reference: Some History of Comlinear's CFA 
• diyAudio.com/   Solid-state/Current-feedback-amplifiers-semantics Post#1214 5 December 

2018 NRMarsh (Richard Marsh) said David Nelson (Comlinear) phoned Ed Dell (Editor Audio 
Amateur) asking for Richard's phone number to discuss his circuits [Figs.5,12] published in 
Audio Amateur March 1980 [link] to get patents for Comlinear, the first was US 4,502,020 
granted 26 Feb 1985 (link above). He called his circuit a “compound complementary 
amplifier” which we now usually call a “Complementary Feedback Pair” (CFP) and we would 
call his circuits a fully-symmetrical CFP amplifier since it uses two compound pairs (or two 
CFP's), and Comlinear started the trend of calling this a Current Feedback Amplifier (CFA) 
or a Current Feedback Operational Amplifier (CFOA). 
Comlinear's variations to Marsh's circuit are a unity gain current mirror for higher speed 
and adding a high current gain voltage follower to make up for the unity current-gain 
mirror. he says in his diyAudio post that these changes by Comlinear are not prerequisites 
to what we call a CFA (or Current Mode Amplifier or CMA as he prefers to call these things 
now), He insists his earlier circuits are still fully entitled to be called a CFA same as the 
Comlinear implementation. Note the CLC560 (Exar KH560) does not have the usual current 
output buffer, instead it has a x10 current mirror, and it is still called a Current Feedback 
Amplifier. 

• I am indebted to Sébastien (diyAudio menber 'forr') for a link to an early Comlinear style 
CFA dating to 1965 by James J. Davidson https://www.diyaudio.com/forums/solid-state/240712-cfa-
topology-audio-amplifiers-post3595436.html with a link to an AES paper http://www.aes.org/e-
lib/browse.cfm?elib=123  It is a fully symmetrical CFP with an output buffer but does not use 
the two stage Diamond arrangement. Sébastien also said the Diamond arrangement was 
used in the Audio Research D110 power amplifier and other versions since 1979. These are 
prior art to the Comlinear first patent US4502020 granted 1985. The Comlinear patent was 
not adequately searched by the US Patent Office. 

Re: CFA vs VFA for audio: 
BTW I came to the same conclusion as Bob Cordell [ref Book 2nd Ed] by A/B comparing a Rush 
based CFA input stage with the enhanced VFA (the CFA input stage plus the buffer for the 
inverting input 'H-bridge') [ref post 38 diyAudio 2017]. The use of Rush pairs overcomes the 
CFA's larger voltage offset which would otherwise arise from slight differences in PNP and NPN 
pairs as used in the complementary diamond input stage. However, using Rush pairs 
throughout effectively doubles the number of transistors used in the input stage and 
associated mirrors (see PAK 221). But still, the CFA format gives slightly less loop gain than 
the VFA, and therefore you find slightly higher THD than the VFA given the same output stage. 

 

Corollary:
How do we explain the CFA inverting input current flow to a non-academic?

Can the understanding of what happens in a Voltage Feedback Opamp feedback path explain 
the CFA mode of feedback as well? 

This question arises from the present understanding (or misunderstanding) of how the 
feedback in a CFA operates. There is a prevalent belief by academics and non-academics that 
the feedback mode in a CFA is fundamentally different feedback type to a VFA because 
the inverting input is low impedance unlike the VFA (which has a a high impedance at the 
inverting input) and this notion has led many to believe the inverting input is sensitive to 
current rather than voltage (like a VFA).
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Figure 304-C1 shows current flow for an ideal opamp through feedback resistors RF and RIN. 
Current flows out of the output terminal of the opamp and with no load all this current flows 
through RF.. Then for an ideal VFA opamp no current flows into (or out of) the inverting input 
pin. So 100% of the feedback current flows to ground via RIN. For an ideal opamp the gain is 
increased to infinity which means in the limit that VIN on the non-inverting input is forced onto 
the inverting input by the feedback current through RIN via RF. With negligible voltage 
difference between the inverting and non-inverting inputs we can write the equation VOUT as 
shown, because for RIN Ohm's law  I = VIN/RIN , then substitute  I·RF = VIN/RIN·RF. The VFA.

Figure 304-C1. Current flow for an ideal opamp through feedback resistors RF and RIN

Source: https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/understanding-the-virtual-short-in-op-amp-circuits/ 

Thus far the opamp is assumed to be ideal with negligible voltage difference between the 
inverting and non-inverting inputs (a.k.a. infinite voltage gain) and negligible current  into (or 
out of) the inverting input. But for the sake of the CFA which has  current  into (or out of) the 
inverting input (on account of removing the voltage buffer transistor for the inverting input) 
let's consider a real VFA where there is actually some small (usually neglected) current into (or 
out of) the inverting input. 

Let's call this current IIN– . We can include this current in the above equations for the VFA by 
noting that in a bipolar opamp the input current is 1/BetaTOT times the output current, or “I” in 
the above circuit with no load. 

But which way do we show IIN–  on our circuit? If you think about it, the current is flowing out 
of the output terminal so the inverting input current flows out of the inverting input pin 
[footnote1] because this input is inverting. So now we can update out circuit as shown in 
Figure-C2.

IIN– 
I
OUT

 

Figure 304-C2. Input current flow flows out of the (-) input, opposite to IOUT 

1 IIN– current is not to be confused with an standard VFA opamp base “bias current”. IIN– is the incremental 
small-signal current neglecting any constant bias current. In a CFA the push-pull input stage cancels most of the 
constant bias current leaving only a small residual bias current component due to complementary mismatch. In a 
standard VFA opamp the inverting input“bias current” is the tail current of the differential input stage divided by the 
beta (or beta's) of the input transistors and this is several orders of magnitude higher than a CFA with the same beta's 
due to complementary cancellation if the base current.. If the input transistors are NPN then the input bias current 
flows into the input pins on both inverting and noninverting inputs;.for PNP input transistors the bias currents are 
both out of the input pins. For the analysis above neglect these bias currents and only consider incremental current 
changes related to the change in the output current. The incremental current is the small-signal current component.
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Now we can update the equations to account for a finite current flowing via the inverting input. 

V OUT = V IN + I OUT⋅RF  and 
V IN

RIN

= IOUT + I IN-

also the inverting input current IIN– is 1/BetaTOT times the output current so

V IN

RIN

= IOUT +
I OUT

βTOT
= IOUT (1+

1
βTOT )= IOUT (βTOT+1

βTOT )
Solving for IOUT gives IOUT =

V IN

RIN (
βTOT

βTOT+1)
Now use this as before in V OUT = V IN + I OUT⋅RF gives

V OUT = V IN +
V IN

RIN (
βTOT

βTOT+1)⋅RF  => V OUT = V IN (1+
RF

RIN
( βTOT

βTOT+1)) for a VFA.

Again this is true for the VFA opamp. Typically, a bipolar VFA opamp will have at least 4 Beta's 
of 100 or so giving BetaTOT of the order of 10^8 which makes the gain term factor 
BetaTOT / (BetaTOT+1) very close to unity to within 10^-8 or 10 ppb, which is sufficiently small to 
be considered negligible.

Now consider the CFA noting it has the inverting input voltage buffer transistor(s) removed. 
The net BetaTOT for a typical CFA with a Diamond output buffer now has only 2 Beta's of 
typically 100 each so BetaTOT is of the order of 10^4 for the typical CFA. 

Assuming the same understanding of the VFA above can be applied to the CFA then we can 
write the same feedback equation for the CFA, which again is:

V OUT = V IN (1+
RF

RIN
( βTOT

βTOT+1)) for a CFA.

On the macro level (black-box approach) there seems to be no reason to not use the above 
equation for the CFA. Can anyone give a valid reason why the CFA should not behave in the 
same way at this macro black-box level? 

If the above reasoning is true then we have here a sufficient explanation for the CFA operation 
without resorting to topological internal structure differences to a VFA apart from the obvious 
difference of input current to output current ratio (BetaTOT), being about 4 orders of magnitude 
higher than typical VFA opamps. 

Conclusion: 
We observe from the simple black-box equations above that a CFA is not fundamentally 
different feedback type to a VFA and the inverting input is low impedance unlike the VFA 
does not fundamentally change the nature of the feedback compared to a VFA – notice the 
same feedback equation above can apply to both CFA and VFA. 

Therefore the notion that the inverting input is sensitive to current rather than voltage has 
no validity because, again, the same feedback equation above can apply to both CFA and VFA.

The direction of current flow for the inverting input is the same for both CFA and VFA, which 
contrary to popular belief, must flow out of the inverting input to get positive output 
current flowing. This means there is no “current feedback” occurring via the inverting input.
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 Faran-AB Idriven  Double displacement Class-AB+C 

[under construction]
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Faran-AB CSD topology 100W/8R with FF error correction
(c) Ian Hegglun Sep 2018

StayOn

Feedforward

Fig 306a. Faran-AB CSD topology 100W/8R with FF error correction

Faran's Class-B [ref TransIRE Jul 1962] was an early transistor amplifier designer who used 
current driven power transistors to get low LF crossover distortion without using any bias 
current through the power transistors.

Double displacement can be applied to Faran's Class-B to give a sort of Class-AB or probably 
more correctly Class-B+C. Double displacement biasing still preserves zero bias current 
through each of the two output stages. A bias current is applied to one stages upper and the 
other stage has the lower biased, so a bias current flows between the two stages creating a 
Class-A region up to a few watts with 300mA to 500mA biasing. 

Figure 306a shows these two output stages PLUS a third low power stage that provides 
feedforward correction by adding the missing output current when the Faran stages do not turn 
off fast enough from above about 1 kHz. This feedforward stage keeps the distortion at 20kHz 
quite low for all power levels. The feedforward stage only needs to supply 1W or so and 
dissipate less than 5 watts. 
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 New Double displacement Class-AB+C using Vdrive 
 [under construction] [ref: S13.8 Double Cross™ Output Stage, Bob Cordell 2  nd   Edn  .]

Double displacement of the crossover region allows the crossover distortion to be moved up to 
a power level where it is seldom generated and without full Class-A biasing. For crossover at 
2W the bias can be 300-500mA or 30W-50W of idle dissipation for a 100W amplifier. 

Double displacement Class-AB+C biases the second output stage to start when one of the 
transistors in the other stage turns off normally causing gm-halving but the second output 
stage takes over to prevent this massive gain change – so  effectively double displacement 
Class-AB+C is a form of error correction that cancels gm-doubling when a high bias current is 
used. So the two main benefits of double displacement Class-AB+C are

1) Class-A for most of the audio signal without too much idle dissipation like full Class-A,

2) very little crossover distortion from gm-doubling.

Bob Cordell's 2nd Edition [ref Cordell 2nd Edn.contains bench tests of several forms of double 
displacement Class-AB+C with distortion plots. The idle dissipation was about the same as the 
maximum dissipation so there is little change in heatsink temperature as the output power is 
changes which educes thermal transient biasing issues.

I have designed an alternative output stage similar to my Linear Audio Vol.13 design where the 
output transistors are current driven which removes most of the thermal bias stability issues 
and gives a moderate optimum idle current. With current drive the power transistors do not 
turn off as fast as voltage drive so I devised a way to virtually eliminate HF cross-conduction 
which is noticeable with no load and full output swing at 20kHz. A novel driver stage permits a 
gain of 2 with low dissipation feedback resistors. The gain of 2 has several advantages – it 
reduces the supply voltage for the VAS and the drivers in the power stage can be low 
dissipation BC550/560 45V devices for 100W amps.

Fig 307a uses CSD power transistor drive with Miller neutralization to virtually eliminate HF 
cross-conduction. A suitable inverter for the neutralization is shown in Fig. 307c. Plots are 
given in Figs.307c,d,e. 

Fig 307a Double displacement Class-AB+C (Vdriven) and Av~2
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Fig 307b Double displacement Class-AB+C (Vdriven) and Av~2

Current Source Driven common emitter power stage with Miller base 
charge neutralization for HF operation
 [under construction]
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.model NPN ako:BC547C

.model PNP ako:BC557C

;ac oct 100 100m 1G

.four {freq} V(out)  V(in+)

.options plotwinsize=0

.MODEL MJL3281C  npn IS=5e-12  BF=158 VAF=1000 IKF=50 ISE=20e-12  NE=1.5  NF=1.0 RB=3.0  RC=0.1 CJE=11e-9 MJE=0.35  VJE=0.5  RE=0.0 CJC=1.2e-9  MJC=0.5  VJC=0.6 FC=0.1
+  TF=2.7e-9  XTF=7500 VTF=3   ITF=750 TR=100e-9  BR=5  VAR=4.3 NR=1.1 EG=1.1   XCJC=1.0  XTB=0.12  XTI=1.0 NC=4   ISC=0.3e-12 IKR=4.4  CJS=0   VJS=0.75  MJS=0.5 PTF=0  KF=0  AF=1 Vceo=200  Icrating=15 mfg=CA041611
.MODEL MJL1302C  pnp IS=7e-12 BF=114 VAF=550 IKF=30 ISE=1e-7 NE=5  NF=1.0  RB=3.3 RC=0.1 CJE=16e-9 MJE=0.45 VJE=0.8 RE=0.0 CJC=2.3e-9 MJC=0.4 VJC=0.3 FC=0.1 
+ TF=3.0e-9 XTF=1000 VTF=2 ITF=150TR=100e-9 BR=5 VAR=4.3 NR=1.1EG=1.1 XCJC=1.0 XTB=0.1 XTI=1.0 NC=4 ISC=0.3e-12 IKR=4.5 CJS=0 VJS=0.75 MJS=0.5 PTF=0 KF=0 AF=1 Vceo=200 Icrating=15 mfg=CA041611
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CSD with Miller Neutralization & Rush-pair differential IPS -- 50W 8R
(c) Ian Hegglun Jul 2018
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 Figure 307c. Current Source Driven CE power stage with Miller neutralization
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Figure 307d 100kHz varying output swing into 8 ohms with Miller Neutralization 

 

Figure 307e 100kHz varying output swing no load with Miller Neutralization 
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